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SUMMARY
Matrix ranges of operators on Hilbert spaces were first studied
by W.B.Arveson in the paper "Subalgebras of C*-algebras,II" (Acta
Mathematics 128). Arveson discussed a particular range, called the
algebraic matrix range in this thesis, and showed that the sequence
of these ranges forms a complete unitary invariant for irreducible
compact operators. At the same time S.K.Parrott considered another
range , called the spatial matrix range here. Parrott proved that
the sequence of these ranges form a complete unitary invariant for
all compact operators with trivial reducing null-space. His work
is unpublished at present. This thesis examines the relations
between the two ranges, and it is found that, for operators which
are either compact or normal, the ranges are very closely related.
Much use is made of the theory of representations of a C*-
algebra, so in chapter I a detailed account of this is given. Most
of the material is well established in the standard texts, and the
account given here leans heavily on Dixmier's book "Les C*-algebres
et leurs Representations". The decomposition theorems are proved by
the methods of Porta & Schwartz (Comm. on Pure & Applied Math. 20),
§3 being largely a restatement of their paper. The only new
material in the first chapter is that concerning the great universal
representation. This concept is a slight variant of the universal
representation, and it forms a crucial link between the two ranges.
In the second chapter, a detailed account of Arveson's work is
given. Completely positive maps are discussed and Stinespring's
characterisation theorem is proved. An extension theorem of Arveson
is given, the algebraic matrix range is discussed in detail and the
- xxx ••
complete unitary imparlance theorem, is proved. Much of the detail
given here does not appear in Arveson's paper, but it was all known
to him. Some of his generality has been omitted for the sake of
clarity.
Chapter III begins with a discussion of spatial matrix ranges,
and the complete unitary invariance is proved. Parrott's theorem is
strengthened slightly. It is then shown that the two ranges are
related via the great universal representation, and the decomposition
theorems of §5 are used to elaborate this relation. In §10, a
particularly close relation is deduced for compact operators, and also
a theorem of de Barra, Giles & Sims is generalised. Finally, the
relation between the spectrum and the matrix ranges is inspected, a
new proof of a theorem of Arveson is given, and the relation holding
for compact operators is deduced for normal operators.
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In this section we set down the basic definitions concerning
G*-algehrasil and recall some fundamental propositions e This
outlines the setting in which we discuss matrix ranges,,
Throughout this thesis we shall denote the complex field by C
and the set of positive integers by N* Given A A* denotes the
complex conjugate of Ao For n _Gn will denote the vector space
of n-tuples of complex numbers and A vd.ll denote the n~tuple
(Ai,0o(,,Ar)6 Unless otherwise specified, H and K will denote complex
Hilhert spaces of arbitrary dimension,, B(h) will denote the algebra
of bounded linear operators on H and I„ will denote the identity of
XI
this algebra,, though the suffix will often he omitted.,, We shall
reserve the tern "subspace" for closed linear nanifolds0
For T e B(h)s T* denotes the adjoint of T defined by the relation
(Th,h!) = (h,T*h®) (h,h» <h),
The nap T -*• T* is an involution on B(ll) and T is said to he self-
adjoint if t = normal if TT* = t*ts and unitary if TT* = T*T = I„oJl
The involution is related to the usual norm in B(h) by
II ?*li » II 2II * li T*ti! 3 |! t||2 (T c B(H))o
We shall also be concerned with bounded linear transformations
from one Rilbert space into another0 BCK^K) will denote the space of
bounded linear maps from H into KP and for V c B(H9K), V* denotes the
adjoint of V given by
("Vh,k) = (h,V*k) (h « H, k f K).
.W© have V* fc B(K.H) and
!l - li v|| , U \*v|i - || y||20
ifcasa matters are dealt with in [If] (p<_249) p
A subalgebra A of B(h) is said to be self-adjoint if T e A
implies 1'* e A0 We define a C*- algebra to be a norm-olosed self-
adjoint subalgebra a of B(h) such that I„ e A® Some authors omitii
this last reauirement® Notice that the intersection of a family of
C*-algebras on the same Hilbert space H is again a C*-algebra on H©
Hence given a subset M CB(h), we can define the C*-algebra generated
by M to be the intersection of all C*-algebras containing M0 This
will be denoted, by C*(M)S or C*(l) when M = [Tj for some T c B(il) 0
It is not hard to see that C*(t) is the norm closure in B(h) of
polynomials in T and T*, and also if T is normal , C*(T) is oomnutative0
Thi'ou^ioutj A and B will denote C*-algebras, not necessarily on
the same Hilbert space© We define a morphism of A into B to be a map
4>'.A -> E satisfying
i) $(s+t) = <ks)«k?),
ii) $(AS) = ty(s),
iii) 0(ST) = 0(s)0(T),
iv) = <&S)*
for all SjT e A and A e £© A norphism is said, to be a mono~s epi-
or isomorphism according as it is one-one, onto or both.
Two valuable properties of C*-algebras are the automatic continuity
of niorphisais and the invariance of the spectrum:-
ii»l PROPOSITION:
Let A. and B be. G*-algebras and let </>:A-^ B be a morphism, then
|| *(T) II « II T|| (tca)0
Proofs See [5] (po8)0
We denote by <7^(t) the spectrum of T evaluated in the algebra Ac
1e2 PROPOSITION;
Let A and B be C*-algebras with A CB, Then for I (Awe have
aA(T) = VT)"
Froof: See [6] (p08).
Hence we may write w(t) without ambiguity3
Let A be a C*-algebra, then an element T ( A is defined to be
positive if there exists a self-adjoint element S e A such that S*=T0
Note that a positive element must be self-adjoint» We shall denote
by P the set of positive elements in A»
ii
103 PROPOSITIONS
The following five statements are equivalent
i) T e PA.
ii) T = T* and || ( || T || I - T) || < Hi II .
iii) T = T* and o(t) is contained in the positive reals0
iv)There exists S e A such that T = S*S«
v) (Th,h) £ 0 for every h e H0
Proof; See [6] (p.12) for the equivalence of i) to iv), then [8]
(p04rl) and [9] (problem 169) show the equivalence of v) and iii) 0
It follows frc-m this proposition that P is a norm-closed convex cone
such that P^ H (*"P^) = We define a relation on A by S « T if
and only if T - S eP^p and then $ is a partial order0
§2„ REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we discuss elementary representation theory^
including an account of Hilbert space direct sums and the direct sums
of representationsp We construct a particular representation;, wiiioh
we call the great universal representation, and establish a fey/
characteristic properties which v/ill be used in the sequel0
Let A C B(H) be a C*-algebra, then we define a representation
tt of A on a Hilbert space K to be a morphism of A into B(k) «, It is
said to be non-degenerate if [w(T)k: T f A, k c Kj is dense in Kj
topologically cyclic if there exists kD <r K such that {7r(T)k0: T e A]
is dense in K (and in this case k0 is said to be a topologically
cyclic vector); and faithful if 7r(T) =- 0 implies T = 0. A subspace
L C K is invariant for v if £xt(t)£ : T e A,t ( Lj C L, and it reduces
it if L and LA, the orthogonal complement of L, are both invariant
for 7T0
Clearly, by proposition 1.1, any representation ir of A satisfies
II |i ^ |i t|| for every T f Ao Moreover, if ir is topologically
cyclic then it is non-degenerate, and if it is non-degenerate then
w(l^) = I.,. Two representations Vi and 1r2 of A on Ki and K2 are
unitarily equivalent if there exists a unitary map U : K1 Ka with
7Ti(T) = U*7r2(T)u (T € a)„
We shall., Jrfi later sections ,be involved in the decomposition of
Hilbert spaces and representations into direct sums, and so we set
down the basic definitionsc
Let J be an index set of any cardinality, and for each j e J
ri<M-«\ega-Kv«-
let rj be a[real number, then we define the sum
e j r = sup| ^ £ j r : I is a finite subset of Jj„
For each j e J, let H.s (®,e). be a Hilbert space and let H be the set
J J
of functions <p defined on J and satisfying:-
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i) #(j) € H. 0 J)s
]
ii) ■.<?>(j)) ■ < °°°
*~0 u
Notice that for any <j> e H the support of <j>t [j f J : $(j) 0}, is
countable o Define operations in H in pointwise fashion and an inner
CO
product by taking, for particular <p and <p in H, {0nln , ""*^e
union of the supports of $ and <p9 and then
= Y °° ),<Kjn)h oMi = 1 J n
This makes H a Hilbert space, which is called the Hilbert space
direct 3um of the H., and is denoted ®. _H. 0,1s J
If also for every j c J, ir. is a representation of A on H.,
J V
then we define a representation 9. -W. of A on o. _H. byJ<rJ J J
K(^eJ^)(T)3(^)](k) = irk(T)[^(k)] (TeApkcj,^^).
This representation is the direct sum of the 7ir. 0
J
Notice that if for every j e J, H. is a subspaoe of some fixed
J
Hilbert space H such that H. is orthogonal to H. whenever i j, thenl J
besides the Hilbert space direct sum we can define the orthogonal
sum as
= [heH 2 h-S^jh^ with h^eH^. and [k;ty*o] countable^»
Since the H. are mutually orthogonal, we hssve
V
Given ^ e «•, ._H.,w©. can define h, € V. H. by h = £ .Mj) and thenj<sJ j 4> M)cJ j <p
the map h -> h^ is linear, one-one, onto and isometric» We shall
occasionally confuse the two direct sums without explicitly using
the mapo
For any C*-algebra A, we shall denote by D(A,l) the set of
normalized states on A, I.e. the set of continuous linear functionals
f : A -"£• such that || f |( = f(l) = 1 o The next proposition shows
that there is a correspondence between, normalized states and
topologically cyclic representationso
2*1 PROPOSITION:
Given f eD(A,l) , there is a Hilbert space Kp and a
topolcgically cyclic representation tt^ of A on Kp with topologically
cyclic unit vector Up such that
f(T) = (?rf(T)uf9uf) (T tf A) ,
Conversely, if r is a topologically cyclic representation of A on K,
then there is a topologically cyclic unit vector v e K and fv<d)(A<,l)
such that
fv(t) = (t(t)v,v) (t € A) 0
Moreover, r is unitarily equivalent to ir „
xv
Proof: First we remark that f <f D(Apl) implies that f is a positive
linear functional (i.e, it maps P^ into ihe positive reals), and
this implies that
f(S*t) =rf(T*s)* , Jf(s*t) i2< f(S*S)f(t*T) (s,T e a) •
Retails of this remark will be found in [12-] (pp. 213 & 247)«
Given f e D(A,l), define Jp = [T e A : f(T*T) = 0] , then Jp is
a linear manifold in A regarded as a linear space. Let Xp = A/Jp
and define an inner product on Xp by
(S+Jf,T+Jf) = f(T*S) (S,T <r A) 0
It is easy, using the remark, to verify that this is a well-defined
inner producte Let Hp,(®, *) be the Hilbert space completion of Xp .
Refine 77p 5 A -> R(Kp) by
irf(T)(S+Jf) = TS-iJf (S,T a)
Which defines Wp(l) on Xp, and the definition is extended to Kp by
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continuity in the natural way„ 'H in a representation of A on IC_
f *
and {Jr,(T) (l+«0 : T e Aj = X„ , which is dense in E , so it is
i. x I it
topologically cyclic with topologically cyclic unit vector u^I+J^ 0
Also (irf(T)uf,uf) = (T+Jf9I+Jf) = f(T) (T e a) 0
Conversely, if r is a topologically cyclic representation of
A on K, then choose any topologically cyclic unit vector v e Kc
Define f : A •* C by
v —
fv(T) = (r(T)v,v) (T tf A)
then proposition 1„1 shows that |{ t(t) || =sj| t|| and since r is
topologically cyclic we have r(l) = I, so f e D(A,I)s Using the
same notation as in the first half of this proof, we have
Jfv = [T e A : fv(T*T)=0) = [T e A : r(T)v=0] 0
Define U i {r(T)v ; T e A] ->X_ byO IY
U (r(T)v) = T+J„ (T c A) «
0 Iy
It is easy to see that Uq is a well defined linear isometry of
[t(t)v : T <r A) onto X^ , and these are respectively dense in K
and X.„ , so that U extends to a unitary map U : K -> ,, Finally
x v o i v
Ur(l)[r(S)v] =u [t(TS)v] =TS+J„ =ir, (T)[S+J„ ]=jt_ (t)u[t(s)v]0 I v XV Iy V
and so by continuity
Ur(T)k = v (T)Uk (k <r k),
_ IY
which shows that r and *r_ are unitarily equivalente
tv
The correspondence f -> , demonstrated above, enables us to
construct representations in a standard way, discussion of which
willbe found in [6j for example0 Let A be a C*-algebra and let
A = N x D(A,l)0 Using the notation of proposition 201, for
A = (n,f) € A, let G^= and y^= ir^ 0 We define the universal and
. i I
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great universal spaces of A to be respectively
HA = Kf * &A n: %eA GA °
Also we define the universal and great universal representations of
A on H. and G , respectively, to be
A -ti.
\ = %eD(A,l) Vf 5 yA =<?£)Ae-A yA 0
Notice that y is unitarily equivalent to a countably infinite direct
ii
sun of copies of v^ • Now for each f e D(A,l)s it^ is topologically
cyclic and hence non-degenerate 0 Thus ir^ and y are non-degenerate
and TT^l) = 1^ , y^ = I e The following proposition demonstrates
a fairly trivial property of the great universal representation
which will be of use later0
202 PROPOSITION:




Proof: If the direct sum is of a finite number, say r, of copies of
, then let J = [1,2,^a«9r] and define
smj = 2^ (m-l)2^ («j=1,2,**,r-1 jm=1,2°«)
. } oo
and let )s j be an enumeration of N\)s • :Ji=1. <•« ,r-1» m-l oS<J
nr |,,i — '4 mj "* f J •> J»
!tf the direct sum is infinite, let J = N, and define
smj = 2<M + (o,m-1,2, 0t>®) o
In both cases [s jej, m-1., 2,0,l#] = N and j k implies s da
mJ — my nk
for all m,n cN 0
Define U J ^ cj -> ^y
[Ux](n,f) = [x(l)3(m,f) (x* ^€j&A , (n,f)cA)
where 1<J and m<rN are the unique elements such that s ,=n,
BU-
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U is clearly linear, and alsc
11 ^lf=L;njf)tA(Ox(n,f),Ux(n,f)) JCJ>f<D(Afl) II *(,))(m,f)|P
=2)JUJ>l!a = IMP
so that U is an isometry0 Moreover, given g e G we can define
XX
Z &A by z(j)(n,f) = g(sn^.,f) ((n,f) <r A)
and then Uz = g ,, Thus U is onto and hence unitary# Note that







=[( @ yA)(T)x](j)(n,f) ,
which shoY/s that ® VA is nnitarily equivalent to y^ 0
The next theorem demonstrates that any countable direct sum of
topologically cyclic representations is unitarily equivalent to a
compression of the great universal representation# It is this which
makes the great universal representation useful in the study of
matrix ranges#
203 THEOREMS
Let A be a C*-algebra, J a countable index set and for each j e J
let r. be a topologically cyclic representation of A on a Hilbert
space EL, then there is aftbwa&ad. linear map V: <b GA such
that
( © r,)(T) = V*y.(T)V (l a)
J -v) J A
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Proofs Without loss of generality? we asg/ suppose that J C N 0 By
proposition 201 there exist f. D(.A,i) aaxd unitary maps Ik from
into K„ such that
fj
r.(T) = U* ir, (T) U. (T « A, j e j)
J J fj J
Let r = l(d,fj) : j e J] C A s and define V : © j€j K. -» &A by
[Vtf>](A) = \ U.[<^(j)] if *=(j,fJJ ,• «
o if A/fT e
V i'S linear, and since each U. is unitary, we have
J
II Wlf «£^ll(v*)« H Oj[^(J)]ya J *(J)P = II *li;
Thus V is an isometry. Also note that given x e G^, we have
[3
o
[V*x](j) = U* x(j,f ) (jej)
J «J
If A / f, then
[V[( © r. )(?)<£] I(a) = 0 = [v(T)Vfl(A) , (TeA,^@ IC )0
J J ^ o J
If A e T, then A = (k,f^) and




= U(T)V<£](A) , (TeA,«€© K ),
J J
Hence V*y(T)VA®. ,Tr. , and since V is an isometry 0 . r. isA JfttJ J jZJ j
unitarily equivalent to the compression of Y to the range of Vc
In the sequel we shall be concerned with the action of ir(T; on
n-dimeivsional subspaces (for n = 1,2, °"), where it is a non-degenerate
representation of B(h) and T e b(h) „ The following result reduces




Let 53' be a non-degenerate representation of a C*-algebra ACB(H.)
on a Hilbert space K, and let L be a separable subspace of K, then
there is a bounded linear map Q : L -» such that
(5r(T)J40 = (Q*yA(T)<3fi,i») (T«A, 2,f*L)e
Proof: Since L is separable, we can choose a maximal orthonormal
subset fx. : jeJ) in L with J C N « Let j be the least integer in
J """ ™ 3
J, set = x and let = [5t(t)v.j : TeA) 0 ^ is a closed
linear manifold in K which reduces it , Define : A ■* B(K^) by
r^T)^ = 5r(T)k1 (TeA, k^K^c
Notice that = 5r(l)v1 e and so is topologically cyclic. If
DL , then an application of theorem 2.3 proves the result.
If L K. , let P be the projection of K onto K^ and let j1 2 i Z
be the least integer in {jej : P x.^0), Set v = x. and define2 J 2 Jjf
Kc = [5r(T)v ; TeA)*" • Again K0 is a subspace which reduces tt9 andZ Z Z
T , the restriction of it to E , is topologically cyclic 0 If
z z
L C 1 ® K . then an application of theorem 2.3 proves the result.
If L £ K, © K , let P be the projection of K onto (K ® Kr,)"1"^ 1 Z o 12
and proceed as above.
*fch.
Either the result is proved at some n stage, or by the
principle &f induction,for each jeJ, there exists an integer m such
that j<j . Hence P x. = 0 and so x. e L ••• «X „ Thus
m mj j 1 2 m
CO




§30 DSCOPPOSITION OF EEEEEISENTjSXOlC
The aim of this section is to exhibit the particularly
convenient decomposition obtained when s. non-degenerate representation
is restricted to the algebra of compact operators. All the results
are well known and will be found in [11] and [ 12 ].» Because our later
work hinges on this material, we give full details of the proofs —
following for the most part the acoount given by Porta and Schwartza
We shall denote by t and t the strong and weak topologies on
aw
a HUbeft space H, and by 7*^? and.r^ the uniform, strong and weak
operator topologies on B(h) respectively. Recall that a compact
operator maps a weakly convergent sequence inta a strongly convergent
one.
By a projection on H we mean an operator E e B(h) such that
2
E =CE = E*p which is called an orthogonal projection by some authors0
Kv\ \\ P fe QC F* - P •
Commuting are ordered by the relation Ef > E if and only
if EE* » E o A family I of. commuting prejeet^oas such that all
products of pairs of elements of T are in 1^ is a directed set in the
given ordering. Note thai limiting processes take place along
decreasing nets, »\ci« tud rc*.w<je oV vd e w.^>oVe v% cUt'ed.
5.1 LEMMAS
Let ir be a representation of b(h) on K and let T C B(li) be a
family of such that
i) "*V\er*»i a coaW^k C sucU VUd Etr1 uuydas UeUSC>
ii) E « T aod E5 <r T implies EEf £ T and EE* *= EfE „
then there is tlMps^tteikLaa. F( W0 P) «r B(KJ such that
<x P roJ«cKow
w(e) -f F(j',r) (r ) as E decreases in T0
w
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Proof: Let Ker 7r(s) ] and Kg = f^p tt(e)K , and
suppose that k c K, H L , Given 3 > 0, there exist E <: T andJ Ci 0
•61, £2 € K such that
|| k-ei || < S , ir(Eo)^i = 0 , k = tt(Eo)£2 .
But E^ = Eq , so ff(EQ)7r(Eo) = "■(Eq) , and also by proposition 1.1
IU(Eq)|U II Eq H « t . Thus we have
|| k|| = || k-ir(Eo)ei|| = || 7r(Eo)7r(Eo)e2-7r(Eo)e,|| =|Keq) (k-«i) ||< S,c ,
from which it follows that H =[0] «
Given k <r E, [jr(E)k : EePj is contained in the ball in K of
radius ci| k|| , which is weakly compact. Hence there is a subnet
ACT and an element k e K such that
ea. £
7r(E)k -*■ k_ (t ) as E decreases in A ,Z w
But A is cofinal, and F > E implies ir( F )rr(e) = n(e) , so for each
F s T we have
w(F)k2 = lim^7r(F)ir(E)k = lim^7r(E)k = 0
Thus k e K . Let k. = k - k and suppose that & <• K.1 , then
Ci Ci 1 Ci '
(k^e) « (k-kg,e) = limA(k-7r(E)k,e) = 0
since 7r(D)(k-7r(l))k) = 0 for every D e T and so k-7r(D)k e . Thus
k.e K. and hence we have K = K, tfe KL 0
11 12
Let F(jr,r) be the projection of K onto K , and let A be any
Ct
subnet of F. For each k e K, [7r(E)k : EeA} is norm-bounded, so
there is a subnet A' C A and an element x e K such that
v(E)k -» x (t ) as E decreases in A',
w
As above we can show that xeK^ and k-x e X^, so by the uniqueness of
decomposition in a direct sum we have x = F(w, r)lc , Thaa
7r(E)k -s- F(i7, r)k (t ) along A5
w
and so F(w, r)k i3 the unique t -accumulation point of the norm-
w
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bounded set [v(E)k : EoT] c Hence w(B)k ->p(jr. f)k (t ) as S
w
decreases in T „ This holds for each kel<. and so the result followsQ
3.2 LEMMA:
VAlpoWrtH
Let f C B\H) be a family of ]Ms&£ss=t±UH8 suchthat
a c svcd W^6-t e x^Vas Hall f c ,
ii) E«=r and E'er implies EE'er and EE' = ESE ,
iii) ^EH = [0}s
then for any compact operator C€B(h) we have CE -> 0 and EG -> 0 (r J
as E1 decreases in f0
Proof: Let = [xeH % || x|| ^ r] and = [xeH s j| x[J b r}0 Suppose
a o f^p(CEBi) s then given 8>0 we can choose z(e) c Bi such that
I! z ~ CEz(E) || < S (Eer) ..«.o».cc(l)o
The set [Ez(e) : Eer] is norm-bounded in Hy so we may choose a weakly
convergent subnet [Ez(s) .'EeA], and then let y = lim^Sz(E) o Apply
BS,iUi *•* .wcUv. ** L. UetpUe«U) » a.-.. <.*jjSuppose xCL , U.c^ xt CRi)1- feu so*k« Fef . B«.t £*F iU*.pU*5 EH c
So(Fh) tCrH)A, oucl tuos oH B£ F N«V* A * coU^l.J
CEfcCE),x) Z 6 . |||*WQ> y o <vH»oac^al b» L(l.u\h 4,
and y = O .
Thus y = 0? i.e. Ez(E; 0 (O along A , and hence CEz(e)-*) (tg)
along A o It now follows that
J| z|j = limA || a - GE«(e)!| 48 by (1) .
Thus z =0, and so ^(CEBi)"* = [0] 0 Hence for any r >0 we have
Ar P' * rW^CEBl^ = ^ .......... (2) .
Choose P e T, and let X sj^ fi i^CFSt)", and then lot Bg = X H (CEBi)"
for each E e T0 Each is compact and "by (2) ^eP '^E ~ ^ ^
the finite intersection property there exist Ei?'ac>®n such that
n n bp. «jef , i.e. a n (n n (celb,)"} = jzf .l-a hi i x l-jl
Let Er - EiE2«o°En , then V and if E £ \ we have
CEBV = CE EBi C CE Bt, = CEjE Bi C CEjBi ( j=1,2, ••°sn)4* v 'c"~ v '<■ " r x—
since [| E || < c and || ejisc, Thus for each r > 0 , we have for
sufficiently small E in T that A 0 CEBi, = fif , or || CE S| < rc. Thus
T'<£
CB -> 0 (r ) as E decreases in 1.
Finally j| EC|| = || (EC)*|j =• |j C*#|| -» 0 (r ) along Ttsince C* is
n
also compacto av\d. F* = ^E*: ^ ^ of cdecieuvj wv^
^xopokiS '«) ,«) 5i) ,
5.3 LEMMA:
_ t, , fie . /tt\ ,Let fi and I2 be two famxlies of y*n»#*«44*«e in B(H; such that
i) cc ccvc. ^vd-\ tM: plu* I'e(I £ c
ii) EerL and E?erL implies EE'tFj, and EE' = E'E \
iii) ^eT EH = {0} f(i=1s2)
AU.) Eel^ implies 1^- E is of finite rank J
and let n be a non-degenerate representation of B(h) on k, then, in
the notation of lemma 3.1, F(w, q) = F(irsr2)0
Proof; Suppose E<sti , then 1^- E has finite rank and so is compact 0
Ry lemma 3.2, (^jj~ E)F 0 (r ) as F decreases in T2 0 But ir is
non-degenerate so w(lH) = 1^. a and thus (lK-w(E))ir(F)=jr[(lH-E)F] 01
of- iryjVJ
(r^) as F decreases in F2 « By dsfinition/F(vr, r2 ) we^have
f(w,r2) = w(e)f(ttv r2) (Eor,) .
Allowing E to decrease in IN, this gives F(7r,r2) - )F(ir,ra).
Similarlyj, beginning with is « ra and using the other half" of the
conclusion of lemma 3,2, we obtain F(r,I*) - F(r,I\)f(w,f2)0
For a non-degenerate representation ir of B(h) on Ks we define
the splitting projection of ir to be F(it) - F(w,T) for any family T
dc h t ^ ^
of in B(h) satisfying the conditions i), ii) «Mk iii)/of
lemma 303 8 To see that 3uch families do exist, let s 06<rJ he a
maximal brthcnormal 3ubaet of Ha and for each finite • «afcaet <Q of 1
let Ffl be the projection of H onto the linear span of [x^ : aeQ]^ then
T = [I -F ; Q is finite] has the required properties0
11
Hiai- uje iho^ chopjf o f o\ y ■o'^gcWon*. iocU ft-tct Xu,^ - £(*) .
3 04 LEMMA:
let n be a non-degenerate representation of B(h) on k with
splitting projection f(7r), then f(7r)7r(t) = 7r(T)f(jr) for every T<?B(h)0
Proof: Let U be an invertible operator in B(h) and let T be a
family of in B(h) satisfying the -Jgpee conditions of
lemma 3„3 0 Notice that f = (UEU"1 : SoT] also satisfies these
conditions, and so by lemma 3*3 it follows that
F(tt) = limr7r(e.) == lim ^beit1) = w(u)f(w)w(u)"1 ,
ice8 F(w)7r(u) = K'(u)F(ir) *
But for any ToBCh), there exists AeC such that AI„+ T is invertible,"" n
and hence F(ir)7r(/\I^+ T) = rr(XTt,+ T)f(t/') , and ir(l ) = T so
" ii h &
the result fallows immediately0
This brings us to the first decomposition theorem which splits
a non-degenerate representation into two direct sumraands0
3,5 THEOREM*
Let v toa a non-degenerate representation of E(h) on K with
splitting projection F'(ti') 0 If Ki and £2 are respectively the kernel
and range of F(n), then the decomposition K = Ki & Ka reduces tt 9 so
that if iti is the restriction of n to K-L (i=1,2) we have v - wi v2
and furthermore
i) when Ki £ £()}, iri is faithful and has no non-faithful
subrepresentations ^ottvet- U\clu tW lero re^ftvt-w-VeA-*iA.
ii) if C e B(h) is compact, "then w2(C) = 0 0
Proof: By lemma 304> F(7r) commutes with w(T) for every T e B(h), so
clearly the decomposition reduces w, and we have it = 7Ti Qt ir2 »
Suppose K' C Ki is a 7Ti -invariant linear manifold and the
restriction w' of mi to K' is not faithful, then Ker 7r' is a non-
trivial two-sided ideal in B(H), which must contain all finite rank
operators. Let t be a family of in B(h) satisfying the
fflor
-tfcttnae conditions in lemma 3,3, then for each Eel1, I-e is of finite
rank so n* (i-e) = 0 » Thus for each xeK* and each EeT we have
w(e)x - x , and so by lemma 3,1 , F(w)x = x „ But K' C Ki, which is
the kernel of F(w), and thus K* = [ 0 j 0 Henee tt\ has no non-faithful
subrepresentationsc,
Let CcB(h) be a compact operator and. let T be as above, then by
lemma 3,2 , CE -> 0 (rn) a3 E decreases in T c Thus ir(c)w(E) -*■ 0 (rn)
along T, and then by lemma 3,1 , 7t(c)f(7t) = 0 0 But F(7r)K = Ka and
so 7T2(C) » 0 0
Next we show that the direct summand tt\ can be decomposed into
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representations which are unitarily equivalent to the identity
representation;, Firstly we need a lemma i-
5.6 LEMMA;
Let rr be a non-degenerate representation of B(h) on K and let
Ti\ and Ki be as in theorem 3.5, then every non-null linear manifold
M in Ki which is invariant under tt\ contains a non-null subspace L,
also invariant under Tt\, such that therv is a linear isometry W from
H onto L with
WSh = in(s)flh (h«h, S«B(h)) »
Proof: Choose yeH with || y|| = 15and let P be the rank one projection
of H onto the linear span of [y] „ Let M be a non-null linear
manifold in Ki which is invariant under Vi « The proof of theorem
3.5(i) shows that the restriction of 7Ti to M is faithful, and thus
we may choose beM such that 7ri (P)b /■ 0 o Let a = , then
|!TTI (P) o It
since M is ir\ -invariant, we have acM .
For each zeH ^ define T eB(H) by T x = (x,y)z (xeH) , and then2 z
define W : H -* Ki by
Wz = wi (T )a (zcH) o
z
Now , 30 W is linear, and also || n"i(Tz)[| |j T^jj
while || Tz|| «: || y|| || z|| , || y|| = || a|| = 1 , and so || ¥zj| || z\\
For S<tB(h), T„ x = (x^yJSz = ST x (xeH), and so WSz = Wi (s)Wzoz z
for every z cH . Hence WH is invariant under wi .
Given non-zero xeH, define AcB(h) by Ah = (h,x)y/|| x2|j , then
Ax =y and so as above Wy = WAx = 7Ti(aJwx 0 But Wy-Wi (^y)a and
T = P, so ffy = wi(p)a = a „ Thus we have
y
- -19 -
II -II =!|a|| llzii = ||vjyll lixji ~ ||iri(A)Wzij Mi « M! 1^11 Ml * Mil o
This combined with (l) shows that W is an isometiy0
Suppose [Wx ] is a Cauchy sequence in WH, then since W is an
isometry, [x j is a Cauchy sequence in Hn But H is complete so
n
x ** x £ H, thus Wx -> Wx and so WH is closede Notice that si-SSCe.
n ' n
a <r M and M is Wi -invariant, we have WH C M 0 L = WH gives the result0
The .further decomposition of the representation now follows:*
3.7 theorem:
Let 7t be a non-degenerate representation of B(h) on K with wi
and Ki as in theorem 3.5, then there is a decomposition Ki = (fc . _K.
J *** J
which reduces it1, so wi =<& . ir. , and £> r each j e J, v. is
0 0 J
unitarily equivalent to an the identity representation of B(h) on H.
Proof: Let A be the set of all families F = [K^ : i^Tp] of non-null
subspaces of Ki satisfying
i) Jh is invariant under ir\ (iOf).
ii) There is an isometry W. of H onto with
WS = TT(S)W (S e B(H)) (i^,)o
iii) (K^ : ieJ^J are mutually orthogonal.
Apply lemiaa 3«,6 to the linear manifold Ki to obtain a subspace L such
•that [h\ £ A , and so A is not empty.
A is partially ordered by inclusion,, Suppose T = {F ; a e A|
is a chain in A , then F = U .F is an upper bound for P,and F<:A„9 ack <x >
By ZovKtf a lemma,A contains a maximal element, say G = [K. • 0
j
Suppose (£ . T K. / Ki , -then since the direct sum is closed,J
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M = f a K.1 (the orthogonal complement in Ki) is a non-null
jeJ ,1
linear manifold in K-i which is invariant under 1T\ 0 By lemma 3.S
there is a subspace 1 such that & U [L] e A , which contradicts the
maximality of &„ Hence @ = Ki, and the result followso
jCd J
We can now easily furnish the description of the image of a
compact operator under a non-degenerate representation
3.8 THEOREM:
Let ir be a non-degenerate representation of B(h) on K, then the
restriction of ir to the algebra of compact operators in b(h) is
unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of the zero representation on
some Hilbert space with a family of copies of «, the identity
representation. i,e, there is an index set J, a Hilbert space L
and a unitary map U : K -> L®.( (K.^II) such that for every compact
operator C e B(h) we have
w(c) = U*[ 0 ® ( © C)]U c
J Cd
Proof: This is an easy consequence o£ theorems 3.5 and 3.7 c
In the case when H is finite dimensional, every T e B(k)_ is
compact, so that the formula in theorem 3.8 holds for all T e B(h) j cond
if ir is non-degenerate we must then have L = [ 0 j, so that we may t
suppress
the zero representation and obtain the following :-
3«9 COROLLARY:
If H is finite dimensional and iris a non-degenerate
representation of B(H) on K, then ir is unitarily equivalent to a
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direct sum of copies of the identity representation,.
Next we inspect more closely the decomposition of the universal
and great universal representations of B(ll) when H is infinite
dimensional.
3, 1i0 THEOREM:
Let H he infinite dimensional and let
^ he the universal
representation of B(h) on » then the splitting projection
satisfies 0 ^ j s0 tn the decomposition of theorem
305 £ H^) = H1 © Ha 3 we have Hi ^ [0] and Ha [0] „
Proof: By definition[there is a net T of projections in B(h) of
finite co-rank such thatTjE) ->F(77^^) (r^) as E decreases in Trj
Let C(h) denote the set of all compact operators in B(h), then
I is at unit distance from C(h) (see [1,2] p„43) and so by the Halm™
Banach theorem thesis a norm-continuous linear functional f on B(h)
with f(l) = 1 and f(c(H)) = [0] e Now [6] (p0236) shows that there
is a weak-operator continuous linear functional £• on the von Neumann
algebra generated by 7Tb^(b(h)) such that f(*r(s)) = f(s) (SeB(h))0
Thus 1(e) = f (t^(e) ) -* JP(F(7Tg/j^)) as e decreases in Ta But I-E^C(k)
and so f(e,) = 1 for every EeT 0 Thus we cannot have ) - 0 0
If = -*-» then Hi = [0] and so = 0 for every
ScC(h), which contradicts the faithfulness of . Hence. F^^Vl*
The great universal representation >g^ °f B(h) on is
urdta^ily equi.val.ent to a countably infinite direct sum of copies of
- 22 -
, and so in the decomposition of theorem 3.5, = Gi © Ga ,
CO
we have gj hj for j=1,2. Hence the next result:-
n= ^
3.1,1 COROLLARY:
Let h "be infinite dimensional and let ^e the great
universal representation of B(h) on > then in the decomposition
of theorem 3.5 both gi and gs are infinite dimensional.
CHAPTER II
ALGEBRAIC MATRIX RANGES
§4. CCMPLE3ELY POSITIVE MAPS
We begin this chapter with a discussion of completely positive
maps, as characterized by Stinespring in [14]« Familiarity with
these is essential for the remainder of the chapter, which is a
detailed account of Arvesorfs approach to matrix ranges, as given
in [1i] and [2]„
We shall denote by ei,*»«,en the usual basis for £n, and Elj
will denote the element of B(£n) given by (E t jek,em) = ^jk^lm >
where 8^^ is the Kronecker deltae
Let X and Y be complex vector spaces, then we define sp(XxY)
to be the free complex vector space on ((x,y) ; xOC, yeY] as basise
Let J denote the linear manifold in sp(XxY) generated by all
elements of the form
(Ax+x',y)-A(x,y) -(x',y) or (x,py-ly')-^x,y)-(x,y«)
vvith x,x'oX ; y,y' eY and A, ^ e £ • The algebraic tensor product of
X and Y is defined to be the vector space
X 0 Y = sp(XxY)/j .
The image of (x,y) under the canonical quotient map of sp(XxY) onto
sp(XxY)/J is denoted xgy . It is easy to see that
A(x <£ y) = (Ax) £ y = x ® (Ay) ,
(Ax+x') <&y = A(x ®y) # x' &y ,
x <8 («jr+y!) = h(x ®y) + x«y' ,
0 <S y = 0 0 = x & 0 ,
for all x,x» <rX Y»y' and e £ °
- 24 ~
For a Hilbert space H and n e N. we define the Hilbert space tensor
product H <3 C_n to be the space [2.n h \_ ®e[ r h -L , which is
effectively the vector space of n-tuplec of elements of H, with
addition and scalar multiplication defined pointwise, i.e.
(2 n hL ®ei) + (a n ki ® eL) = % n (hl+kL) $ eL ,
L=1 1=1 L= 1
A(S n h-t ® e j,) =2 n Ah{, (Ss e -t ,
1=1 i=i
and an inner product defined by
(2 n hL ®eL, E n kj <2 ej) = 2 n (hL,ki) .
1=1 j=1 i=1
Suppose ur = a n h^ <g e L and fupj is a Cauehy sequence, then
i=i r=i
- p. CO
clearly Jhtj is Cauchy for each i = 1,2,*"*,n . Thus there exist
r= 1
h-teH with h"i •+ hi , and since i runs over a finite index set we have
up *>2 hi ®ei , This shows that H <S> C is complete in the inner-
i-i —
product topology, and so it is a Hilbert space. It is not difficult
to show that the algebraic tensor product of H and Cn coincides with
the Hilbert space tensor product, so that we are justified in using
the same symbol for both0
Given Tij e B(h) fori,j = 1,2,•**,n , we define a transformation
2. 1 Tij &E.ij on H ® Cn by
L, J=1 ""
(S n Tij ®Eij)(2 n hk ®ei<) = 2 n (2.n Tljhj)®Ci
i» J =1 k=l is 1 J=1
for all hkeH. This transfomation is clearly linear and it is not
difficult to show that it is bounded, hence it is an element of
b(h <g> cn) .
For a subset BCB(h), we define B ® B(£n) to be the subset of
B(H Cn) consisting of all operators 2 n Tij &Eij such that~ i#j=1
Tij e B for i,j = 1,2,#**,n . It is not difficult to verify that
if B is respectively i) a linear manifold, ii) a subalgebra, iii) self
adjoint, or iv) norm-closed, then so is B &) B(£n) . In particular,
when B is a C*-algebra, so is B & B^C*1) 0 ®3e adjoint in B <S»B(£ )
is given by
(2. Tlj<g>Eij)* =2. n TJlfiiBij
tSJ=1 h J=<
(note particularly the transposition of suffices). Also the
identity of B(H ® Cn) is 2 .n I ® E i i o
= 1
Let A C B(H) and B C B(K) be C*-algebras, and let LC A be a
linear manifold,, Recall that in §1 we defined the cones P and P
A x>
of positive elements in A and B. respectively. A linear map 4> from
L into B is said to be positive if and only if ^ l) £ Pj «
4.1 PROPOSITION:
If L is a j[subalgebra containing Ijj> and $ : L -*■ B is a positive
T6 L
linear map, th en <*>(T*) - $(T)* (fMUfltlf) and also 4> is uniformly
continuous.
Proof: Given S,TeL and £9r\ e C f let U = £S + tjT , then
^(d*u) = Ui2tf>(s*s) + c**#(s*t) + £??*<£(st*) + Iv\s^(t*t) o
But (p is positive, so <f>(V*U), <?(S*S) and <£(T*T) must be positive
and hence self-adjoint. Thus £*77$(S*T) + £77*<£(ST*) is av-lf-adjomt
for everyC,r) ? C. In particular, taking £-r,-1 and then £=1,77=0. we
have
<p(S*T) > $(ST*) « R1 , i^>(S*T) - itf>(ST*) = Ra
with Ri and Ra self-adjoint. Thus $(S*T)s£(Ri-i£a)=$(ST*)* , and
taking S = I„ gives the result.
11
If and R = R*, then By [8] (p.4l) we have
II Hi! = sup[ | (Rh,h) | : h^H and || h||=1,] .
Thus -|| h|| I < £ < ||R|| I , and so -|| R|| « 0(R) < II R|| 0(l) •
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By the first part of this proposition, $(r)* - </>(r) , and so
tl $(&) it ^ II ^1! II 4>(x) II • Finally for any Vs&fatgtm re L ,
II $(?) I!« li ^)ll + II <K~) II
* ill <t>d) il [II i+i* II + II i-i*l! ]
4 2 || <#>(1) II || ill.
Gdven a linear map # ; L •+ Bs we define subordinate maps
<Pn I L <& B(cn) •+ B & B(Cn) for n = 1,2, •0 • by
*n(S. " lij ®Blj) =S. " 0(Tlj) (gEiJ .
ijj=i
Then is said to be completely positive if and only if 4>n. is
positive for every ncN 0 Complete oontractiveness and complete
isometricity are defined in .a similar way. Clearly <f> is positive
if and only if is positive. We shall denote by CP(L>B) the set
of completely positive maps from L into B, and if I€ L, thenH
CP(LsB,R) will denote those completely positive maps which map I„xi
into R € Bo
4.2 LElffiA:
in element E. n R: t ®EL. <= B(k) ® B(cn) ia positive if and
only if for every n-tuple ki, • =■ •pkn of elements of K we have
2. n (RLjkjpk-J > 0 Ql 3 J= 1
Proof: By definition B(k) <8 R(_C ) C b(K <8 C*1)* and by proposition
1.3 an operator T e B(H) is positive if and only if (Thjh) > 0 (h?H),
The result now follows from the definitions of S n R; ; <8 E ; : and
I»J«1 LJ J
of the inner product in K ® CC «,
Tn the case when A -is a G*-algebra,, the elements of CP(A,S(K))
are characterized by "the following theorem, due ;ijD Stinespring [14-jo
4.5 THEOREM?
Let A C B(h) be a C*-algebra and let $ be a linear map of A into
b(k), then <p e CP(A,B(k)) if and only if there exists a Hilbert space
K', a representation r of A on K' and a bounded linear map V : K -> K®
such that
i) <p(j )k = V*7r(T)Vk (kcK, TeA) ,
ii) K' is the closed linear span of (w(T)Vk ; keK, TeA] ,
iii) 7T is non-degenerate (hence w(l^) = 1^.,) 0
Proof: Suppose conditions i), 5) and iii) are satisfied, Given
ncN , let T = 2 " ^T^j &Ej,j be a positive element of A&B(Cn)9
then by proposition 1 „3 there exists S =(S n S. . <8 E . B(Cn)
~ v i9jci M t-J/ —
such "that T = S*S Hence for kisooo9kn f K we have
/\j 'w «>-» _ ^ 9 »»o
2. n (<^>(T Lj)k j;,ki.) =2 (<p(S* iSmjOkjykt)is>j=i
- s. ° ,("(sSiS„j)Wcj,\tei)
= 2 (^(Smj)Vlcj97r(Sml)VkL)
j$ m=1
= \ n || 2." w(Sffli,)VkL!|3
m= i t= 1
5= 0 o
Hencopby lemina 4,2, ^n(l) is positive, and so <b is completely
positive o
Conversely, if (f> is completely positive, then we consider A and
K as veotor spaces and construct the algebraic tensor product
A ® K = sp(AxtC)/J , as detailed at the beginning tf this section.
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Define a bilinear form [», ® ] on sp (Axtf.) by
[ 2 AL(TL,kL) , » ™i/ij(SJ,«j)]o =2.^2^ 0
Notice that if one of the arguments is a generator of J, the linear
manifold defined at the beginning of the section, then the form
vanishes, and hence for z^-j and xesp(AxK) we have [z,x]q=[x,zIq= 0 0
Thus we may define a bilinear form [•,«] on A ® K by
[ 2.riTl®kl , 2jmiSj ® £j ] = X^^ ^C^CsJcOki^j) o
Proposition 4.1 shows that [*,*] is hermitian, and the complete
positivity of <f> together with lemma 4.2 shows that [•,*] is positive0
A positive hermitian bilinear form satisfies the Schwarz inequality,
|[x,y] |2 $ [x,x][y,y] • Let N = fueA K : [u,u]=0} , then define
a bilinear form (*,*) on (A <& K)/N by (u+N,v+N) = [u,v] 0 This is
well defined and inherits positivity and the hermitian property from
[*,*] , and also,from the Schwarz inequality, it is positive definite
and hence an inner product. Let L denote the Hilbert space completion
of (A ® K)/N , (.,•).
Define for each S e A a linear transformation p0(S) on sp(AxK)
by
Po(s)[ r.^A-^T^ki)} = I.^A^STl,^) .
Notice that J is invariant under Po(s), so we may define a linear
transformation p(s) on A K by
P(S)[ 2 r Tl ® kL] = 2 r ST. ®kL .
i=i t.= i L
For x = 2 .r T® k L and S <f A, we show that
[p(s)x,p(s)x] < || s|| [x,x] .......o.0
If (l) does not hold, then there exist x0 and S0 such that
[xc,x0]$1 , || Soil < 1 and [p(So)xo,p(S0)x0] > 1 . Now p(S*) = p(s)*
and p(ST) = p(s)p(T), so [p(S#S0)xo,x03 > 1 . By the Schwarz
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inequalityj we have [p(SoSu)x0jp(SoS0)x0] > 1 , and then by iteration
we obtain
2. (^jisSSo]2kTol)kol,ko .) = [p([SoSol2K)x0>x0] > 1 (k=1,2,..)
Lj>J=1 J J
where x0 = 2 r T0 • 0 k0 • c But by proposition 4.1, <p is uniformly
U1 1
continuous, and [| Soil < 1 so that an application of the Schwarz
inequality shows that the left-hand side of the above equation
converges to zero as k -> 00 . This clearly cannot happen and so (l)
must hold.
By 0)> P(S) leaves N invariant and so we may define 9 from a
into the set of linear transformations on (a g K)/N by
e(s)(u + N) = p(s)u + N .
This is a well defined morphism and
(e(s)(u+N),e(s)(u+N)) « II s|f"(u+N,u+N) ,
so e(s) can be extended by continuity to 7r0(s) e B(l). Thus we have
a representation tt0 of A on L such that
tfo(s)i(S r Tl <& kL) + N} = (S.rSTL « k.) + N o
1=1 L=1 1
Notice that 7r0(ljj) = Ij «
Define V : K L by Vk = 1^ g k + N, then
li Vk||a= (Vk,Vk) = [In <&k, Ijj « k] = (0(IH)k,k) 4 II </>(lH)|| II k||%
so that V is bounded. It is clearly linear.
It is easy to verify that <£(s)k= V*7r0(s)Vk (keK, SeA), and then
taking K' to be the closed linear span of |7T0(s)Vk : keK, SeA} and ir
to be the restriction of ir0 to K', the result follows0
4„4 COROLLARY;
If A is a C*-algebra and <f> e CP(a,B(k)), then for every T e a
tf>(T*)rfc(T) * II 9dH)ll $(T*T), and || ^|| = || <j>n || = || <£(1^11 (n=1.,2--).
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Proof; By the theorem, there is a Hilbert space K®, a representation
tt of A on K and a "bounded linear nap V ; k •+• K® with p(rJ?) = V*w(t)V
for all TeA and 7r(l ) =• I „ Thus•ti K
(<^>(T*)<#>(t) k, k) = (V*7r(T*)W*7r(T)Vksk)
= (V* ir(T)Vk, V*7r( T) Bk)
«li "V"* ||3 (w(T)Vk,7r(T)Vk)
= II V*v|| (V*jt(T*T)Vk,k)
= II ^(In) Jl (tf>(T*T)k,k) (keK) ,
which proves the first claim. Also
H$(t) |J = ||v*7r(t)v|| 5 If?*II Ik(t) II ||?|| * ||v*v|| |fr|| = ||<KiH) II || t|| ,
which shows that ||$|| = ||$(l^)|| o
Given neN, <£a : A <8 B(Cn) ♦ B(k) <&B(£n) has subordinate maps
(^n)k :|a®b(cn)j &b(ck) -> [b(k) (& b(cn)] ® b(ck) o But for both
k
z = a and z = b(k), we have {z ® b(c )] & b(c ) is isometrically
n k
isomorphic to Z 05 B(£ ) , and the isomorphism composed with ($n)k
gives ^>fj.k , which is positive since 4> is completely positive,,
Thus <pn is completely positive, and so by the second part of this
proof || <j>n |{= ||0n(lg(H\0 B(cn))ll ° pinally
^1B(H)aB(cn)) <?(!,,) ®ELi ,
and hence || II = II 11°
§5C AR'VESON'S EXTENSION TH80HEM
The key factor in Arveson's approach to matrix ranges is his
theorem concerning the extension of completely positive maps from
norm-closed self-adjoint linear manifolds to C*-algebras<> We prove
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this theorem and a corollary,essentially following [ 1 ] 0 Two other
resiiLts concerning the set of completely positive maps are given.
These do not appear explicitly in [1»3 or [2], hut were communicated
privately hy Arveson.
As usual A C E'(h) denotes a C*-algebra, and M C A is a norm-
closed self-adjoint linear manifold with M .The Banach space of
bounded linearmaps from M into B(k) in the usual norm is denoted
B* denotes the set of linear functionals on B„ which, admit a
M M
representation of the form
f(0) = 2 M pn(^(Tjj)) (<t> e B ) ,
n = i w
where [Tnl is a bounded sequence in M and [pn} is a sequence of
ultra-weakly continuous linear functionals on B(k) such that
* " Ml < » . We shall denote the ultra-weak, weak,«ti,ong and norm
n = i
operator topologies on B(k) by , T fr3» rn respectively.
Define a topology on B by taking as base for the open sets
the family
[ : |f.(<M0| < § (i=1,2, • •-,n) ] : fi,...f„ «B*,
i,e0 the weakest topology to make every element of B* continuousc
It is easy to see that (B^> rjp a locally-convex Hausdorff
topological linear space.
We define a norm on B* by |{ f || = sup{ | f(0)| : m, f^ll £ 1]
Oow«4 liUfar (+)
and this makes B* a space. Its norm continuous dual is
M
denoted (B*)n0
For a = n,w,ow,s , B(K)a denotes the ra~continuous dual of
B(k). It is shown in [5] (p<,3£ et seq.) that the map R -* R'N given
by RA(p) = p(R) for ReB^K) and peB^K)™ implements an isometric
linear bijection between B(k) and (B(K)°W)n o The ideas in the next
("H WaV VUc fcip'ONewV&,\r\cu. d\ OL«AIJ CA-V*- lo W
so 4Uat ^ \\oA \\ * \\ cA ^ \ (*ei»i-) f W co-w W H\ai
vvt »
w vva. <X ,
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preposition are based on thiso
5.1 PROPOSITION:
The unit ball [$fB^ : |j$|| « 1 ] is T-J.-C ompact.
Proof: To prove this we shall show that B is in fact isometrically
M
isomorphic to(B*)n, so that is the weak-* topology on B^> and
the compactness of the unit ball then follows from [15] (p,228)e
Define a map # -» 4>° from B^. to (B*)n by #°(f) = f($) (f<=B*) „
Clearly <f> ■+ (f>° is linear and ||<£ II ^ ||d>|| •
VU. footnote (4) w« Uove lle'tl - d.<pl( • .... , , s , u
Thus <f> -*■ (P° is isometric and also one-one» It
remains to show that it is onto.
Suppose F £ (B*)n« For each p £ B(k)0^7 and each T £ M, define
fp,T °n BM by fp,T^ = * By definition fp>Te Bg • Next
define lip T e(B(K)°^)n by ^^(p) = F(fp^) . It is easy to see
that r^, ^ is indeed linear and norm-continuous. As discussed before
this proposition, there exists Ry ^ * B(K) such that Rp ^ = p *
Define tfi i 'd . •* B(K) by ^(T> = Rp T . is linear and
fcr(T)H = II R^jll . II^ II = II yTll « II f|| II T|| (T<H) .
Thus £ Bm 0 Finally, for each f £ B*, we have a bounded sequence
[Tn] in M and a norm-summable sequence (pnl in B(K)CW such that
f(tf>) = £ pn(0(Tn)) and so
i»°(f) = f(^) = sn" p„(^(T„)) = p„(Sr>Tn)
= * B-At (Pn) = I " % „ (Pn) = To) = r(t) •n = 1 -cpJ-n n =1 n = 1 Pn*An
Thus >/jp = F and so <f> -* <j>° is onto. Hence (B*)n can be identified
with Bjj, and the result follows.
($\ For £ > o | w imoij c^cojo T £ tt wiH UTU ' 1 , xt u ftxll =1
a^d y. 9(rWttfCiHcU «v»ck HvCvt ) - Of It )*.»)} ,
s^(os - LSllfl*. TW \\<pMU .
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5.2 LEMMA:
If [0J is a net in and ^ -> <£q (tm) , then ^(t) -> <£q(t)
(r ) for every Tel, Conversely, if ($aj is a bounded net 111 bm
and (f>a{T) -* 0q(t) (tJ for eveiy T e M , then 4>a -* <pQ (r^) o
Proof: Suppose <f>a •* <Pq (r, and let U be.: a r^-neighbourhood of
$q(t) for some TeM , then there exist ki, •••,kn,kl, • • *,kj, e K and
8 > 0 such that V = [ReB(K) : |([R-$ (t) Jk^k?) | < 8 (i=1, •-,n)} C TJ.
Define linear functionals p-L on B(k) by Pi,(R) = (Rkj,,k[ ) for
1=1,2, • *,n . These are r -continuous, and hence r -continuous.w
Thus f j_(<?>) = pLC<#>(T)) defines functionals f-t e B* • But
W = : IfL(^o)| < 8 (i=1,2, •••,n)} is a r^.-neighbourhood of
(}>q> and 30 <£a is eventually in W. Thus 0a(l) is eventually in V,
hence in U, and so <f> (t) -»■ $ (t) (r) •' a o w
Conversely, suppose [0a} is a bounded net and 0^(1) "* 0q(t) (t )
for every TeM. Let U be a r -neighbourhood of <p , then there existM 0
fi, e aia<i ^ >0 such that V = [<£eB^: |f i($-$o) |<8 (i=1i,
satisfies V C U. Now fi($) = S Pi,n($(lLn)) (i=1, * * *,m) with~~ n=1
|| TlftJ| < K for i=1,2, ",m and n=1,2, ••• and with p-in e bCk)0^ 0
Thus there exist xlnk * K and yink € K such that CsJ f-3S )
Pl„(b) = *k"(Bxink»ytnk) (ReB(K)) sk~ II xLnkIN " >
CiIl^nklN- • Hence
f c(^) 2l/001(^(Tln)xLnk>yink) (i=1, ' *s*) •n=i k= •
Since [$al is a bounded net, there exist integers N and Qi, • • *,13n
such that for every a, Including formally a = o , we have
|fi('fa) ' C*c,CTin>xinK>yi„H>f < v (i=1' ""''m) '
S'"-
, ( ) \
But for every T, $ (t) •> 0 (t) (r ), and so(X 0 w
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l*l(*a> S^i(^0(Tln)xLnk,ylnk) | < 8/2
for all sufficiently large a 0 Finally applying (l) to <£q, we have
|fL(<£a) - f L(^0)l < s (i=1» ••>«>)
for all sufficiently large a, and thus (f> is eventually in V, and so
in U. Henoe $ •* <t> (rM)ra o M
5.3 LEMMA:
CP(a.B(K))L„ is a r, -closed convex cone in B__, where I denotes' 'M M M M
the restriction to M,
Proof: It is trivial to verify that CP(A,B(K)), and hence
CP(A,B(k))I , is a convex cone.
Suppose CP(a,B(k)) and <t>a -+ <j(r^), then by lemma 5.2
applied to A, we have for every TeA that 0a(T) -*■ $0(t) (rw) • Thus
\°..(*«(Tij)kJ'ki) *
for every neK , T|,j e A and kj, £ K, and so by lemma 4.2, 0o<:CP(a,B(k) ).
Thus CP(A,B(K)) is r -closed in B , and by lemma! 5<, j it-fdllnws thatA A
cp(a,b(k)) n [<^cba; !|tf>|| $r] is r^-compact for every r > 0 .
Y/e show that restriction is r, to r continuous. Let U be aA M
r^-neighbourhood. of <£q|^ in B^, then there exist fi, •••,fn e Bj|j such
that V =• |f ^Q| ) f < 8 (i=1, •••,n)j CU ibr some 8 > 0 .
YiTe may write,for each i=1, •••,n ,
f L(0) = 2^ ^p^^Tki) with Tkl c IK A fco^uUii ,
cuvd c-v. t ecu.)01" •. x/*\ df u<o©.
Define e B* by * •<-*' ^
A
gl(^) = 2 - Pk>(^(TkO) («fr<BA) ,K= 1 rx
then?/ = : |g;,(^-0 )| < 8 (i=1., •••,n)j is a r -neighbourhoodAO A
— 35 ™
of <£q0 But g.(^) = fL(^lM) » E0 W|M = VCB . Thus 4> -> is rA
to continuous, hence [CP(A,B(k)) H [<£eB^: j'$jj $ r}] is
t. -closed for every r>0 ■>M
By corollary 4.4, since I e M, me have that restriction is
norm-preserving, and thus
[CP(A,B(K))H^eBA: ||*|| *rj] l„ = CP(A,B(k))|m n ||<^|| « rj .
The Krein-Smulian theorem ( [7] p.429) now shows that CP(A,B(K))|^
is Tjj-closed (recal] that in proposition 5.1 we showed that is
the weak-* topology on B^).
5.4 LEMMA:
If g is a r,..-continuous linear functional on B„ such thatM M
g[CP(A,B(K))L] £ 0 , then g[CP(H,B(K))] £ 0 ,
M
Proof: Let J be the net of all finite rank projections PeB(K)
directed in the increasing sense by the usual partial order. For
PeJ and we define P$P e B^ by (P$?) (t) = P$(t)p (T^m) 0
Notice that if $eCP(M,B(K)), then P$P e CP(M,B(K)) , Define also a
linear functional gp on B by gp(tf>) = g(P#0 .
Now P -> I^ (t ), and multiplication is strongly continuous
when one factor is in the unit ball, so PXP -* X (r ) for every
s
XcB(lC) o In particular, P$(t)P -* <p(T) (r , and hence tJ) for each
TeM o But [P$P] is a bounded net, so by lemma 5.2, P$P -> <p (r,.)Jr^d M
as P ■> IK» But g is r^-continuous, so g(P$P) -* g($) , i.e.
gp(4>) -* g($) as P->IK (<t>ehr) (1).
Fix PeJ and let n be the rank of P with ki, ••♦,kn an
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orthcnormal basis for PK . Define P.L . <f B(k) by
Rij(Aikt + ... + Ankn) = AjkL (i, j=1, •«*,n)
and Rij(k) = 0 for ke(l-P)K .
For each i, j and each bounded linear functional f f M1, define
ip ■ .(f) € B,. by
C^Lj(f*)](T) = f(T)Ru (T«10 .
Also define F. . c (M')' by
*ij(*) = g(*. .(f)) (fell') ." J
Let fy f M' be a net such that [| fy|| « 1 and f •* f (weak-*),
then fv(t)rlj -> f(T)RLj (rw) (TeM).
Thus by lemma 5.2
^Lj(fy) ■» (rM) .
But g is Tjj-continuous, so Fj(fy) -*FLj.(f) , which, shows that each
F(,j is weak-* continuous on the unit ball of M', and hence by the
Krein-Smulian theorem ([7] p.429) it is weak-* continouus on M*.
Thus there exists TLj «M such that f(TLj) = FLj(f) (f<M*)
For <^eB^, define fLj. f M' by fj,j(T) = (#(T)kj,kL) (TeM), and
let denote the projection of K onto the linear span of [k-J, then
PttfT)Pj = (■♦(^kj.ktJRLj = fLj(T)Rlj = [^.tJ(fLJ)](T) .
Thus
= g(p#p) = sl,",,e(pi^'J) =
= J. " fij(Tij) = *.i, j=1 tJ J ljJ.1 J J 1 lJ J 1
(2) o
Choose any hi, ••♦,hn e H, the Hilbert space underlying M and A.
Define V:K->Hby VkL=hL (i=1, «..,n) and Vk = 0 (ke(l-P)K) e
Then
= zi,".,(,*TiJvlcJ'kt) = ep(vK!Mv) by (2),
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where a) is the identity representation of A on Ko Thus
S.^=i(T.tjhjsh.) = g(PV*a.|MVP) = g(V*a.|MV)» 0 (3)
since "by theorem 4.3 we have V*oSV e CP(a,B(K)).
Suppose $ <? CP(M,B(K)) . By (3), T = £ n T. , «ELj » 0 ,~ i»j=i J
and -thus <£n(T) > 0 • Hence
E. n (<^(Ti )k .,kL) ? 0 .i»j=i J
Finally, by (2), gp(tf>) > 0 (Pej) and so by (l), g(0) > 0 «
Arveson's extension theorem now follows:-
5.5 THEOREM:
Let M be a norm-closed self-adjoint linear manifold in a
C*-algebra a such that ymcac B(h), and let be in CP(MpB(k)),
then there exists e CP(a,B(k)) such that = $ 0
Proof: Suppose on the contrary that $eCP(m,B(K)) but <f> CP(A9B(k))|
By lemma 5.3, CP(A,B(K)) | is a r^-closed convex cone in B^ , which
is a locally convex Hausdorff topological linear space under .
The strong separation theorem ([ 1.0] p.118) guarantees that there is
a t. -continuous linear functional f on B„ such thatM M
Re f(CP(A,B(K))|M) >0 and Re f(tf>) <0 (l) Q
Define an involution on b,. by ip (t) = (X281, tpeR ) .A.l IU
Suppose £ e CP(MsB(k)) « For 'ivt^ || T [} i„ and II T|| t - T are both
n H
positive, and thus £(t) = £( || T |[ Ijj) - £( || T|| Ijj— T) is a difference
of positive elements, and so is self-adjoint. Hence for any S«M
£~(s)=£~(ReS + i.ImS)=£(ReS - i.ImS)*=£(ReS)* + i£(lmS)*=£(s) .
Thus £eCP(m,B(K)) Implies f = £ •
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Next we show that ip -> ip is ?- -continuous. A "basic r,TM M
neighbourhood of tp0 is V = l^fB^ : |f;_(^-^o)l < 8 (i=1* for
fi, • • •,fn e B* and 8>0 . By definition of B^*, there exist bounded
oo » « oo
sequences [Tj_nj ^ in M and nora-summable sequences iP-tnin 1 in
BCk)^ such that
f Xtp) = 2 ~ Pln(KTln)) (i=1,, .1 n =1 1
For each i,n define p*n on B(k) by P*n(R) = (B^B(k)) 0
The map R •* R* is r -continuous, so p* e bCk)*^. Thus we may0V7 1 n
define gL e B* by
g .(40 = sn~1 ptn(^(Ttn)) (i=1» -,»m > ^eBiP
Let W =[?freBM : lgL($MOl < 8 (i=1, • • *,m) ] , which is a r^-
neighbourhood of tp0 . But f X<P~) = g^) , so W = V , and thus
ip -> ip is r -continuous.
to
Define g on B„ by g(ip) = £[f(^) + f(<0*]. Since f and <p -> jT*
are r^-continuous, we have that g is -^-continuous . If £eCP(MgB'(K))
then as above £ = £ , and so g(£) = Re f(£) . But by (l),
f<?CP(M,B(K)) implies Re f(£) £ 0 , and also CP(A,B(K)) CP(M,b(k)),
hence g[CP(A,B(lt)) |^] ? 0 . Finally,by lemma 5.4, we have that
g[CP(M,B(K)}] > 0 , and thus Re f($) = g($) » 0 . This contradicts
(l), and so the theorem is proved.
506 COROLLARY:
Let N be a linear manifold in A with 1^ e N, and let <j> : Jf*B(K)
be a completely contractive linear map such that $(l^) = 1^, then
there exists tp e CP(A,B^IC),I^) such that = <p ,
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For Q/vu it i|
Proof; tfeeftMT k«E with || k|j = 1 , «muI define f : N -> C "by
fk(T) = (^(T)kj, k) 9 then ffc is a hounded linear functional and
H ^J| = = 1 » By the Hahn-Banach 1h.eo.rem, there is a hounded
linear functional gk : A •* £ such that = fkand || gj| = g^Ijj) = 1.
Hence gk is positive (see [6] p.25) and so hy proposition 4e1 we
have gk(T*) = gk(T)* (TcA) .
Let M denote the norm closure in A of N + N* . Define 0 from
N + N* into B(K) hy 0(X + Y*) = 0(x) + tf<Y)* (X,Y<N) . For ReB(K),
the numerical radius w(r) satisfies ^|| r|| £ w(r) < || r|| ([9] p,114)
and hence
||o(X +Y*)|| S 2 sup[|(0(X + Y*)k,k) | ; || k|| = 1}
= 2 sup{|(#(x)k,k) + (<£(Y)k,k)*| ; || kj| = 1}
« 2 supf |gk(X + Y*) |, ; || k|| _ 1} . •
$ 21| X + Y* || »
Thus hy oo ntinuity we can extend 0 to x : M ■+ B(k) . We show that
X is completely positive0
Choose neN , and for any k = 2.n kL ® e;, € K^C*1 with" ^
ls3 1
|| k|| - 1, define f : H{!B(cVc hy
\(T) =^n(T)k,k) (T e N ®B(Cn)) .
Since <p is completely contractive and <£(l„) = I , we have || f || = 1
n K K
and fk(l.T) s t , where 1^ and 1^. denote respectively the identities
«\»
of B(H) ® B(_^n) and B(k) ® B(G ) „ As ahove, there exists a positive
*:-preserving linear functional gk on A ^ B(Cn) with |jgkl|=gk(l„)-1 AL =1.,.
For X,Y <r N &B(Cn)," """
(X»(X ♦ Y«)k,k)= gk(X + Y*)
and so xn is positive on (N + N*) & B(Cn) , hence on M ®B(£n) „
Thus x is completely positive, so x e CP(M,B(k)) and x!^ = # • The
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result now follows from theorem 5.5 0
A further corollary shows that there are always completely
positive maps which preserve the identity.
5.7 COROLLARY:
For any Hilbert space H and any neN, CP(B(H),B(£n),In) is not
empty.
Proof: Let M = ' AcC} , then M is a norm-closed self-adjoint
linear manifold in B(h), and so by theorem 5.5 we need only find
<fi e CP(M,B(£ ),In) to prove this corollary. Let m be the dimension
of H.
If m » n, define : M -» B(Cn) by <#>( AX^) = AIn . We can write
H = £n ® L , for some Hilbert space L, and then given £1, •••,5m € Cn
we have hL ^ ^ & 0^ e H with
An application of lemma 4.2 shows that 4> is completely positive, and
so <£ e CP(M,B(Cn),I ) .— n
If m < n , then there are non-negative integers p and q such
that n = pm + q and q < m . Let hi = • • • =hp = h , then we can
write Cn = Hi (fc • • • Hp and then B(Hi)® • • vjB(Hp)«B(C^)CB(Cn) 0
By the first part, there exists 4>0 c CP(b(h) ,b(C<1) ,1^) . Define
<J> : M •> B(Cn) by ^>(A1^) = <$ ••• ® <$ » then we
have e CP(M9B(Cn),In), which completes the proof.
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We now shovz that there is a very useful relation between the
completely positive maps which preserve the identity and those
which fail to do so,
5.8 THEOREM:
Suppose e CP(B(H),B(£n)), then there exist U e B(£n) and
9 e CP(B(H),B(£n),In) such that $(t) = U*0(T)U (T<B(h)) .
Proof: Since $ is positive and I is positive, positive
n 2
and so there exists U e B(C ) such that U = U* and = U , Let~ n
M = UCn , then M is a closed linear manifold in £n •
By theorem 4.3, there is a representation n of B(h) on K* and
a bounded linear map V : £n -> K' such that $(t) = V*jt(t)v (TeB(H))
and = 1^, .For A e £n and T € B(h),
II^(T)A||2 = HV^7T(T)VA||2 S IMHKT) II2(V*VA,A)
= Ifv* li2 IKt) IP (^(In)A, A) .
Thus Ker C Ker <f>(T) and so [Ker$(T)]AC [Ker^(l^) ]"*" (l) .
Suppose jM € Ker $(T*) and A e Cn , then by proposition 4.1
0 = (A,£(T*)jM) = (A,^(T)*jj) = (<^CT)A,^) .
Thus by (1), ^(T)£n C [Ker^T*)]AC [Ker^) ] ^ (2) .
Next suppose A e [^>(T*)£n]and jj e £n , then again by
proposition 4.1, ($(T)A9ju) = (A,<^(T*)jj) = 0 , and so A e Ker$(T) •
Thus [$(T*)£n] C Ker^(T) , and hence [Ker<£(T)]A"C <p(T*)£xl . Apply
this to T = Ijj , "then (2) becomes
<p(T)cn C (KlffjC*1 = U2£n = UM (TeB(H)) (3) .
Let ei , •••,en be the usual basis for Cn . By (3), for each TeB(H),
there exist /^(T) e M such that <p(T)e ^ = V/u-^T) (i=1, » ai.id
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we may choose /Jj_(1^) = Ue ^ _ any fixed choice is taken for the other
^l(T) -
Define ft : B(h) -* B(m) hy ^(t) (Ue .) = p l(t) (i=1, • -,n;TeB(H)} „
The elements Uei, "^Uen span M, so ft{T) is defined on M. Also if
K^AjUe^ = S^^jUej , tiien since ft{1^) = U2 we have
^IX^CV^eJ =U[S.^(Arei)Uel] =0 .
By (1), 0 = tf{T)[X n Ur€i)ei] = U[Z(A-£ )/jl(t)] .*
— ' I— 1 »
Thus [2 n AL/i,(T) - 2 n ^ i#i .(T)] e Ker U H UCn = [0] , since U is
i=i j=i d J ~"
self-adjoint. Hence ft is well defined.
Now UpL(T + S) = <KT+s)eL = &T)e l+tf>(s)e L =UmL(T) + U/i^s) ,
and so[/ii.(S+T) - ^ -t(S) - P|,(t)] £ Ker U H UCn . Thus ,as above, we
have ^(T+s) = M^(t) + PL(s) . Similarly = Ap;_(T) and thus
ft is linear. Also
(^T)Ue L,Ue j) = (^(T^Uej) = (UpL(T),ej) = (^T)ei,ej) ,
and thus for A,j£ e £n and T e B(H) we have
(^(T)UA,U4) = (0(T)A,^) -....(4) .
Proposition 4.1, the complete positivity of ft and (4) show that ft
is completely positive. By choice, = Ue L , so ft(1„) = I., ,1 n xl to
thus ft <r CP(B(H),B(M),IM) .
Now U is self-adjoint, so C*1 = U£R Ker U = 1 « Ker U . If
Ker U =[0}s then M = C*1 and 0 = ft fulfills the requirements of the
corollary. If Ker U ^ [0] , then it is isometrically (linear space)
isomorphic to C for some keN , and so "by corollary 5.7 there exists
X e CP(b(h) ,B(KerU) ,I^ery) . Define 0 : b(h) -> B(£n) by0M®X,
then 0 e CP(B(H),B(Cn),In) . Finally, fbr A,£ e Cn , Tcb(h),
(U*0(t)UA5 £) = (0(T)UA,^)= (^(T)UA,U|) = (</>(t)A,|) by (4) 0
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§6. ALGEBRAIC MATRIX RANGES
In this section we define the algebraic matrix range and obtain
most of its elementary properties, merely expanding the account
given in [2] . We deliberately omit a proposition concerning the
algebraic matrix range of a normal operator, which Arveson deduces
from a characterization of the extreme points of the cone of
completely positive maps. An easier proof will be given in §11 .
Let A C B(H) denote as usual a C*-algebra. For T e A and
"fch
n e N , we define the n algebraic matrix range of T in A to be
Vn(A,T) = fo(T) : $ e CP(A,B(Cn),In)} .
Notice that this is a subset of the bounded linear operators on C*1.
Arveson considered matrix representations of these operators, hence
the tern "matrix range". He studied the specific range V (C*(T),T).
n
However, in view of his extension theorem (5.5), if T e A C B with
A and B both C*-algebras, then
Vn(A,T) = Vn(B,T) (n=1,2, • • •) .
th
Hence we may refer to the n algebraic matrix of an operator T, and
may denote it Vn(T) .
We show that algebraic matrix ranges do generalise the algebraic
numerical range. Recall that D(A,I) denotes the set of normalized
states on A, and the algebraic numerical range of T e B(h) is
V(T) = {f(t) : f e d(B(h),I)j ,
so that V(T) CC . The map x '• £ "* ®(c) given by ^ is an
isometric isomorphism, and for R e B(c) , x~1(R) = S(0 •
6.1 proposition:
Let t be in B(h), 1hen x(v(T)) = Vi(t) .
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Proof: Suppose R e Vi(t), then R - $(t) with 4> e CP(b(h) jB(c) t.Ii) 0
Define f : E(h) -* C by l'(s) = $(s)(l) „ Since <p is positive, f is
a positive linear functional, and f(ljj) = 1 • By [6] (p.25) ||f|| = 1
and so f e D(b(h),l). Thus R = x(R(0) = x(f(t)) * x(v(t)) .
Conversely, suppose a e V(t), then A = f(T) with f e D(b(h),I)0
Define <j> : B(h) -> B(£) by <p(S) = x(f(s)) • Clearly <j> is a positive
linear map and $(l ) = Ii , $(t) =]((X). It remains only to show thatH
$ is completely positive. Suppose n e n and T e b(h) ® b(£n) is
positive, then T = S*S = 2 n S*-Sl. : ®E'. . . Thus for
^ ~ ~ i, j, k=i k ^ K J
jM = ^ " 1M i, ® e i e £ ® £n , we have
= Slt j"K_,C*(S^ iSk j) CJ, »l t)
° *1,
> 0
since f is positive and the argument is a sum of positive elements,
hence is positive itself. Thus $ is completely positive.
In the proof of this last proposition we showed that a positive
linear map of B(h) into B(£) is completely positive. This is part
of a more general result, that if either A or B is commutative and
<j> is a "positive linear nap of A into B, then is completely
positive (see [14]) ,
We proceed to demonstrate the elementary properties of the
algebraic matrix range, most of which are natural generalisations
of the numerical range situation.
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6.2 PROPOSITION;
For T € B(h) and n e n, V (l) is a compact set in b(cn) and is
contained in the ball of radius j| T|| .
Proof; By corollary 4,4, <£ <r CP(B(H),B(Cn),In) implies = 1 ,
and hence V (T) is contained in the ball of radius (| T|| 0
n
By lemma 5,3 applied to the case M = A = B(H), CP(b(h) ,B(cn))
is -closed. Suppose is a net in CP(B(H),B(cn),In) and
^ ^TB(H)^j ^len ^ e CPCbC^jB^11)) and also by lemma. 5»2,
(tw) so = Ia. Thus CP(B(H),B(Cn),In) is a
rB(E)-closed subset of the unit ball in so by lemma 5,1
it is -compact*
Finally, by lemma 5,2, "the restriction of the map <p -> <£(t) to
the unit ball in is Tg^ to continuous , and so V^Ct) ,
being the image of a compact set by a continuous map, is flOmpact»
The numerical range V(t) is convex, and this generalises to
V (T) . However, a stronger convexity property holds0 We define
n
the stronger concept as follows a subset M C B(£n) is n-convex
if for every subset [R. : j=1, " * »,N] CM and every subset
J
[U. 5 j=1, • • -,N] C B(Cn) such that Z N U*U. = I we have
j "* j = 1 <j j h
N * / \
2 U.R.U. e M o We shall denote by co V.M; the set of all elements
j=i 0 J 0 n
N
in the form R U*R.U. for some positive integer N , R. e M and
j=i 0 j j j
U. e B(cn) with 2 N U*U. = I ,
J - j=i 0 J n
Notice that if M is bounded, say contained in the ball of
radius k, and [R.: j=1,2, •••} CM , [U.: «j=1i ,32, •••} C B(CD) is such
0 "J
that 2 U*U. = I , then 2 U*R.U. e [co (m)] • To see this,
j=i J 0 n j=i J 0 J n
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.note that given 8 > 0, there exists an integer N such that
0*1 - Z N U*U. < 81 /2k ,
n j=i J 0 n'
and W jl (8 "u»R.U.) - (S.N UJR.U.) j| < 8/2 .
j=1 j is1
Let X = (I - EM*,U*U.)2 , then (Z N U*U.) + X*X = I andn jJ^j y > j=1 j j n
11 • [(h!,DiEiDi) +
<8/2 + ll^il II X* || I! X||
* 8/2 + k|| X*X||
6.3 PROPOSITION:
For T e B(h) and n e N, Vn(T) is n-convex.
Proof: Suppose [R.s j=4, CV (t) and [U.: j=1,«--,N] CB(Cn)
ji -=i* n j
with Z ^ U*U. = I , then there exist e CP(B(H),B(_Cn),I ) such
j_i J J n j ™" n
that r. = 4>Xt) . Define ip : B(h) b(Cn) by
J J —
<Ks) = 2 N w.(s)u. (s«b(h)) .
j=i JO J
Clearly ip is linear and ^(ijj) = I • Also using lemma 4.2 it is
eqsy to show that ip is completely positive. Hence ^(t) e V (t) .
By proposition 6.2, V (T) is closed and bounded, so infinite
n-convex combinations of its elements will still be in v (t) „
n
A curious property of the sequence of algebraic ranges, which
has no counterpart in numerical range theory, is that of coherence,
as described in the next result.
6.4 PROPOSITION:
If r e v (t), then V. (l) C V (t) (keN, neN, TcB(h))
11 K ° K «=» «—
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Proof: There exists <jb e CP(b(h) 9B(CJn) ,1 ) such that $(t) = R »
Suppose S c Vj(&) * "then there exists tp <= CP(B(£n) ,B(C^) ,1^) such
that i<r) = S . Define 0 : B(h) ■* B(Ck) by 0(x) = «#>(x)) . Clearly
0 is linear and ®(l^) = 1^ • Also the subordinate maps satisfy
0r = tfir°$r , so 0 is completely positive and S s 0(t) e V^_(t) „
The next proposition shows that V (T) is invariant under
n
unitary transformation of T . We shall show in §7 that for certain
classes of operators, the sequence [V (t)] forms a complete
n n = 1
unitary invariant»
6.5 PROPOSITION:
For T <r B(h), n e N and U e B(h) a unitary operator, we have
V (U*TU) = V (T) .
n n
Proof: Suppose R e V^(t) , then R = $(t) for some $eCP(B(H),B(Cn) ,1^),
Define <p : B(h) -*• B(Cn) by ^(s) _ $(USU*) » Notice that
Z k US. U* <8> E . . = (E k D <®E )(S k S..®E.)(2kU®E )*
iy j=i 1J lJ r=i rr lyj=i i-j m=i mm
and hence complete positivity of ijt follows easily . Also tji is
linear and 0(3^) = tf<U*U) = 0(1^ = In , so ^eCP(B(H),B(Cn),In) .
Thus R = $(t) = $(UU*TUU*) = <A(U*TU) <r Vn(U*TU) , and so
V (T) C Vn(U*TU) for every unitary U c B(h) and every T e B(h).
Applying this to U* and U*TU gives Vn(U*TU) C Vn(UU*TUU*) = V (T) .
If an operator can be split into direct summands, then its
algebraic matrix range depends in a simple way on the matrix ranges
of the summands, as shown by the next result.
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606 THEOREM:
Let J be a countable Index set, and for each jej let H. be a
tJ
Hilbert space with T. c B(H.) . Let H = @ _ H. , and define
J J ~ J
T e B(h) by T = © . T T. , then for n e N
~ ~ ~ j eJ o —
V (T) = oo [U.,_V (t.)]n ~ n jcj n j
where co denotes the closure of the n-convex hull,
n
Proof: Suppose R^V^Ct), then R = </>(?) for some #eCP(B(H) ,B(C.n) ,1 ).
For each jej, define 0. : B(H ) -* B(Cn) by defining for SeB(H.) an
0 0 J
element s- € B(h) by
and then setting
(S(h(i)) if i=.j )
(sJO(i) - \ t (!>«, i«J) ,(.0 if i/j
<#>-(s) = <Ks.) .
Suppose (E r ,S ) e B(H.) <8 B(Cr) is positive. Given
p, qs=i pq pq J "~
•&1, • tr f H , we have
a r A (s ).«,«) = e r ,(s„ U (j)) > o ,
P> q=1 ~pq J~q ~P P, q=1 Pq ~q ~P '
where(s ). is defined in the same way as S. . Thus
~pq j ~j
2 r .(S ). <&E is a positive element of B(h) <& B(Cr) . Hencep5q=i ~pq j pq ~ =
given Ai, • • •, Ar € C** , we have
£ r „(<£>.(S )A ,A ) =2 r .(^[(S ) .]A ,A ) » 0p>q=i j pq ~q p p,q=iv ~pq o ~q ~p
using lemma 4,2 , Thus 4>. € CP(B(H.),B(_Cn)) for each jej. By
J J
theorem 5,8 there exist U. e B(Cn) and tp. e CP(B(H.),B(Cn),I ) such
j — o J — n
that <£. = U*^.U. (jfj) • Now ifi. (T.) e ^ ,V (t ) atti
0 J J J xi jesnj
Wfi " VA(Ih] " = Xn '
SO
R = <^(T) = 2 $ (T ) = 2 (T )U e co (U V (T )),jeJ j J njejnj
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using the fact that J is countable and the remark preceding 6,3 »
Conversely, if for some kej we have rev (T, ), then r = <L (T. )UK K K
where <r CP(B(l^),B(Cn),In) . Let 1^ = [ScB(g): reduces Sj ,
which is a norm-closed self-adjoint linear manifold in B(h). Define
K • K -B(cn) by s) = A (sL ). ijj is clearly a completelyk K — ' k ~ k ~ k
positive linear map and ^(1^ = In • % theorem 5,5, there exists
<N/
0k e CP(B(H),B(Cn),In) such that 5 ^ . Now
«k(T)=\(T) = \(ElHk) - - B .
thus C V (T) , which by propositions 6,2 and 6.3 is n-convex
and closed, so co (u. _v (T.)) C v (t) .
n jej n J n —
We can now show that the sequence of algebraic matrix ranges is
characterized by its four principal properties boundedness,
closedness, n-convexity and coherence.
6.7 COROLLARY:
If Z C B(Cn) (neN) is a sequence of sets such that^ (.tvvdfc-pAnc<- .^
i) there is an r>o/such that Z^CjReBCc*1) : |jR|I^r]
ii) Z is closed
n V (n e N)
iii) Z is n-convex
n
iv) if ReZn, then Vk(R) C Zfc (k«N)
then there is a separable Hilbert space H and TeB(H) with Vn(T)=Zn
for every neN.
Proof: Closed bounded sets in B(_Cn) contain countable dense subsets,
and so there exist sequences (R^ :j=1, • • •] dense in Z^ (neN) . Let
[S, :keN] be an enumeration of [R? :jeN ,neN| . For each keN ,K """ J "** ■"*
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n ^
define = C where n is tha unique integer such that = Rj ,
and let H = ® k°°i . H is separable. Since the Zq are uniformly
bounded, we may define TeB(H) by T = @ S, • By theorem 6.6,Kb: 1
v (T) = CO (u 00 V (sj) (meN) (1) .m m (<= i m ^
But = R^ for some n,j and so by iv), V^S^) CZ^ , But by ii)
and iii), Z is m-convex and closed, hence V (T) CZ .'
m m — m
The identity map a>n : B(£n) -> B(Cn) satisfies
w e CP(B(0n),B(Cn),I ) and so Rn e V (Rn) = V (s ) for some k.n — — n j J n k
Hence, by (l) we have R1? f ? (T) for every jeN and every neN .
J ^
But [R1? : jeN| is dense in Z , and V (t) is closed so Z C V (t) .'
J - n n nr- n
§7. COMPLETE UNITARY INVARIANTS
We have shown in proposition 6,5 that the algebraic matrix
range is unitarily invariant, and in this section we shall show that
the sequence (V^Ct) : neN| is a complete unitary invariant for
compact irreducible operators T e B(h) . In [2], Arveson proves
this for a slightly larger class of operators, but the scheme is
more lucid in the restricted case, so we omit his generality.
A von Neumann algebra B is a r -closed *-subalgebra of B(h)
V/
with Ijj e B;for some Hilbert space H. A positive linear map
4> : B -> B is defined to be normal if it maps the least upper bound
of an increasing net of positive operators, into the least
upper bound of In [5] (p.61) it is proved that for a
normal positive linear map <t> : B -*■ C , "there exists a projection
P c B such that
i) I-P is a maximal projection in Ker <j> ,
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ii) <£<X) = 0(PX) = <KXP) (X € E) ,
iii) </>(X*X) = 0 if and only if PX*XP = 0 „
It is not hard to generalise this to the case of a normal positive
linear map <f> : B -*• B , and the projection P so obtained is called
the support projection of <f> ,
An operator T e B(h) is defined to be irreducible if the only
subspaces which are invariant for T and T* are £o] and H, i,e, T
has no reducing subspaces other than the trivial ones. If A is a
subset of B(H), then [A] will denote the linear span of A „
701 LEMMA:
Let B be a von Neumann algebra and let >p : B -* B be a normal
completely positive linear map such that tp°tp = <p and ||^|| $1, then
the support projection P of tp commutes with the fixed points of <p „
Proof: Suppose XeB and ip(x) = X , By proposition 4,1, we have
X* = ^(x)* = <p(X*) , The properties of P, corollary 4,4 and the
fact that ||<frj| s 1 show that X*X = = ^(X*P) ^(PX)S 0(X*FX) .
Thus X*PX « X*X S ^(X*PX) and so PX*PXP PX*XP <5 P^(X*PX)P . But
ipotp = ip , so tp(tp(X*PX) - X*PX) = 0 while ^(X#PX) - X*PX is positive.
By property iii) of P, we have P^(X*PX)P = PX*PXP , and substituting
this in the last set of inequalities gives PX*PXP = PX*XP ,
Let H be the Hilbert space underlying B, and suppose heH, then
l|(l-P)XPh||2 = ||XPhII2 - |{PXPh||2 = (PX*XPh,h) - (PX*PXPh,h) = 0 ,
and so XP = PXP . This holds for every X such that ^(x) = X , in
particular for X*, and so PX = (X*P)* = (PX*P)* = PXP = XP .
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7„2 LEMMA;
Let B be a von Neumann algebra and let A be a norm-closed
,covd-o.w\s fr*. cdewWvj,
*-subalgebra which is weakly dense in B/(and^such that every bounded
linear functional f on A has an ultraweakly continuous linear
extension to B. If p : A -* A is a completely positive map with
Up|| $ 1, then there exists a normal completely positive linear map
0 : B •* B such that tpoi/t = ifi , ||^|| « 1 , 0(p(x)) = 0(x) (XeA) and
the fixed points of 0 include those of p .
Proof: For each neN, let pn denote the n-fold composition of p
with itself. Let LIM denote a Banach limit on the space of bounded
sequences of complex numbers, and let H denote the Hilbert space
underlying Bc
Define a bilinear form [ •, on H for each XeA by
[h,k]Y = LIMf(pn(x)h,k)] °° (h,k«H) .a n= i
Since ||p|| < 1, |[h,k]x| 5 || x|| || h|| ||k|| . By Riesz's lemma
(see [8] p.38), there is a bounded operator 0o(x) on H such that
(0o(x)h,k) = [h,k]^ (h,keH) • Clearly 0O is a linear map of A
into B(H) and ||0O1| e 1 . A standard separation argument shows that
tfo (X) is in the r -closure of the convex hull of [pn(x) : neN] ,
W
and hence 0o(x) e B . Also p is completely positive, so pn is
completely positive for each neN . Thus if 2. r X. . ®E is a
j= 1 ^ J I j
positive element in A $ B(£r) and hi, •••,hp e H, then we have
£. r (0o(Xu)h ,h.) = LIM{2. r. (pn(XLj)hj,hl)].COlsj=i ^ J J J n = t
> 0 ,
and so 0O is completely positive.
*v»
For each bounded linear functional f on A, let f denote its
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r -continuous extension to Bc Since A is con-vex, its r -closure
OW s
coincides with the r -closure (see [7] p.477)., and so A is r -dense
w L s
in B. By the Kaplansky density theorem ([5] p.46), the unit ball of
A is r -dense in that of B. However, r and r induce the same
s ' s as
topologies on the unit ball of B(h), and r^ C r > so the unit
ball of A is r dense in "that of B. Hence II fit = || f[| c
ow
owd So £ A postWvt .
The map X -* X^of B into (BCTw)n given by X*(g) = g(x) (geB°W)
/ ^W\ nis an isometric isomorphism of B onto 0® ) • Given X e B, define
FX e (B°^)n By F^Cg) = (go^o) (X) (g^B0"), and then define
p : B. B by ^r(x) A = FY . Thus
gUU)) = (go^o)"(x) (geB0*, XCB) .
Clearly ^ is a linear extension of i/j0 to B. Suppose X is positive
at r«.vHa*k££l a.ljave
and g is positive, then &oip0 is positive, and
Si®eBi0taiiili«n it follows that (g°^0) is positive. Hence FY(g) £ 0,
and thus Fv is positive. But Y -> Y^ is an isomorphism, so ^(x) is
positive, and hence tft is a positive linear map.
To check complete positivity of ifi, we need only notice that
A ®B(Ck) is a norm-closed *-subalgebra which is r -dense in«=* V/
B ©B(Gk), and that (A ©B(Gk))n can be identified with An &B(£k)
and similarly (B aBCC^))^ with B0^ ® B(_Ck) . The above process
then shows that the subordinate map ^ is positive since (^o)^ is
positive. Hence ip is completely positive.
Suppose [Xal C B and Xa ■* X C7*^) > tHen
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(go^o) (X ) -> (go'Ao) (x) , and so g^X^)) "»■ g(#(x)) for every
g e • Hence ^(XJ "* ^fr(x) (r ) « Thus p is ultraweaklyw uV7
continuous, and so kp ([5] pc54) it is normal.
For X e A, LIM[(pn+1(x)h,k)] °° = LIll (pn(x)h,k) } °° , and so
n=i n=i
Ao°P = Po, hence pop = P on A . By induction, ^opn(x) = ^(x) for
X e A and neN , and thus ^(y) = ^(x) for all Y in the r -closure of•=» w
the convex hull of |pn(x) :neNj . But as remarked above,
p(l) = P0(X) is in this r -cL osure, so pop = p on A . By continuity
w
He have pop = p on B.
Finally, if XeA and p(x) = X, then pn(x) = X (neN), and so
£#o(x)h,k) = LIM[ (Xh,k) j °° = (Xh,k) . Thus p(x) = ^0(x) = X .n=i
We now prove a special case of Arveson's boundary theorem (see [2]).
7.3 THEOREM:
If T e B(h) is a compact irreducible operator and w is the
identity map of B(h) into B(h), then the only completely positive
linear extension of to C*(T) is •
Proof: Let it be the universal representation of B(H) on
H = ©fep(B(H) i) *-f ^36e ^ ^ tiie V°n Neumann algebra
generated by tt(b(h)). Let w = tt\ © tts be the canonical decomposition
of it (see §3) and let e be the project-ion onto the range of n\ „
e is a non-zero central projection in B. It was shown in §3 that it\
decomposes further and is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of
copies of the identity representation of B(h) on H . Hence
be = tti(b(h)) is isomorphic tofe(h), and so its centre contains only
the image of the scalar operators under the isomorphism. Thus the
only central projections in BE are 0 and E (being the images of 0
and i). Also m is faithful and so for x e B(h), w(x)E = 0 implies
x = 0.
Let 0 = wlfT t1 suPP°se 0 is a completely positive linear* h> C*C"0 (<*»- -tsSfM)),
extension of <p to . Let A = w(B(h)), then A is a C*-algebra
which is r^-dense in B. Suppose feAn, then f can be written as
f = Re f + i.Im f , where Re f and Im f are self-adjoint elements
of A*1, and by ([6] p.40) each of these is a difference of positive
elements of A*1. Thus f is a linear combination of positive linear
functionals. Let geAn be positive, then ||g|| = g(ljj) ([6] p.25).
Define qeB(H)n by q(s) = g(7r(s) )/|(gt| , then qeD(B(H) ,IH). Recall
from §2 that is the completion of B(fi)/J^, where
= [ScB(H) : q(S*S)=0]. Define h f H by
(T + J if p=q 1
h(p) = q > (peD(B(H),I )) ,\ 0 ifp/q j H
then g(w(s)) = i|g lk(s) =||g||(SIH + Jq>xH + Jq) = lis IK S)h,li) .
Hence geAW and so also feAW. By continuity, we can extend f to
f e BW CBm. Define pi A -* A by p = iroeoir"'. Since 9 is
completely positive and if and 7T are morphisms, we have p
completely positive. Also by corollary 4.4, ||0|| = ||0(ljj) || = 1 ,
since = * 1 •
By lemma 7.2, there exists a normal completely positive linear
map ip : B -*■ B such that ||^|| £ 1, <P°tto9 = ipoir , pop =p and for
x e B(H), if 0(X) = X then p(ir(x)) = ir(x) and so p(ir(x)) = w(x).
Lot P be the support projection of p, then P e B and by lemma 7.1
it commutes with the fixed points of p . But for X e [I ,T] ,H
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0(x) = $(x) = X, so 0(w(x)) = 7r(x)<, and hence P commutes with
(w(x) : Xe[l^,T]}. Since T is irreducible, [l^,T] generates B(h)
as a von Neumann algebra. Also Wi is unitarily equivalent to a
direct sum of copies of the identity representation, so it is normal
and hence ffi([l^,T]) generates BE = tti(b(h)) as a von Neumann
algebra. Thus PE is a central projection in BE and so, as above,
either PE = 0 or PE = E.
Suppose PE = 0, then using the defining properties of P we have
(tpoir) (X) = 0(ir(x)) = 0(Ptt(x)p) = <&(Pjt,(x)P © Ptt2(x)p)
= 0(PEwi(x)P ©Pir2(x)P) = 0(0 ® Ptt2(x)p) (XcB(h)).
(1)
But T is compact, so w2(t) = 0 . Also 0(t) = T, so (0ow)(t) =
Hense 7Ti(t) © 0 = w(t) = (0o7t)(t)
= 0(0 © Pjt2(t)p) by (1)
=0(O©O) = 0 ® 0 .
Thus wi(t) = 0, but is faithful so T = 0 . This contradicts the
hypothesis that T is irreducible, so we must have PE = E.
*4 <3(H) b yueW tkofe X
Suppose 9 so by proposition
4.1 and corollary 4.4 we have X*X = 0(X*)6(x) $ 0(X*X) . Thus
w(0(X*X) - X*X) is a positive element in B, and ipoiroQ = tpov , so
0(w(0(X*X) -X*X)) = 0 . By the third defining property of Pft«*p.s0»
p(w(6(X*X) - X*X))P = 0 , and so EP(ir(e(X*X) - X*X))PE = 0 . But
PB = E, so also EP = E and hence E(7r(0(X*X) - X*X))E = 0 , i.e.
7Ti(e(X*X) - X*X) = 0. But bti is faithful, so 0(X*X) = X*X for every
X <f [IhjT] . Finally, for X, Y e we have '
Y*X = jKX+Y)*(X+Y) - (X-Y)*(X-Y) + i(X+iY)*(X+iY) - i(X-iY)*(X-iY) }
uku 9Cx\-X <ui ©Cv)--V .
so 0(Y*X) = Y*x/. Hence 0(Z) = Z for every Z e C*(T), &Ct) =T ©fr*)
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A further two lemmas are required before we can prove the main
theorem of this sectione The first discusses the relation between
matrix ranges and the norms of first order "matrix valued"
"til
polynomials. In [2], Arveson shows that the norms of n order
polynomials of this type determine a class of operators (depending
on n) up to unitary equivalence. Since we are restricting attention
to compact irreducible operators, only first order polynomials are
needed.
7.4 LEMMA:
Suppose S«B(k) and TeB(H) satisfy ^n(s) C Vn(T) (neN), then
11 X + S $ Y[| < 1| Ijp X + T ® Y|1 for every X,Y e B(Cr) and
every reN .
Proof: Let [M. : je«J] be an increasing directed set of finite
J
dimensional linear manifolds in K such that U. _ M. is dense in K.
J*J J
Let P. be the projection of K onto M.. Define it. : B(k) ->B(M.) by
J tJ V J
IT (a) = P Rl (ReB(K)) .
J J
Now it. is a linear map, aad if 2m R <g E is a positive element
j r,s=1 rs rs
in B(K) ® BCC™) with ki, an arbitrary m-tuple in I. > then
t)
E m )k ,k ) = E m (P.R k k ) = E m (r k ,k ) > 0 .r,s=1v j rs s r r,s=1v j rs s r r,s=1x rs s r
Thus it. is completely positive, and for keM., 7r.(l„)k = P k = k , so
0 J J K j
it. e CP(B(K),B(M.),I ) . But M. is finite dimensional, so there isJ J J
y)(
an integer n(j) with M. isometrically isomorphic to C ^ then
t)
P.s L. = w.(s) e V ,.x(s) c V . .x(T) .
J Mj J n(j) - n(j)
Hence there exists p. e CP(b(h),B(M.),I.. ) such that t/j (t) = p s| .
J J Mj J j 'Mj
By corollary 4.4, the subordinate maps satisfy ||(^.) || =1 (reN) .J —
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Suppose X,Y e B(Cr) , k eK® Cr and 5 > 0 . Now P. -> I„ (r ) and— ' ' -• j K s
so there exists i e J such that
IKLlj^-P^ <®X + [S-P±SP.] <8Y)k||< 8 .
Thus we have
[1(1^ 6 X + S ® Y)k|| « IICP. « X + P.SP. ®Y)k|| +8iV ~ X X X ~
= ||(iO (IH®X + T <3 Y)k|f + 8i r il ~
« ||(I„ ® X + T C3 Y) k || + 8 .
n ~
Hence the result.
We are grateful to T. A. Gillespie for providing a proof of
the following lemma.
7.5 LEMMA:
Let t e B(h) be a compact irreducible operator, then C*(t)
contains the algebra of all compact operators on h.
Proof: Let F e B(h) be any rank one operator, then there exist
non-zero y,z e H such that Fx = (x,z)y (xeH) . Now R = t*t
is a non-zero self-adjoint compact operator in C*(t)„ Let A be a
non-zero eigenvalue of R with corresponding spectral projection P,
then P has finite rank and P e C*(t). Let xi, "-jXp be a basis for
PH . Since T is irreducible, we have C*(t) irreducible, and then by
([12] p.253) it is strictly irreducible and further by ([12] p.62)
it is strictly dense. Thus there exists V e C*(t) such that
Vxj = y (j=1» •*,,n) , from which VPH = [^y : peC] . Hence VP
has rank one and so there exists non-zero z0 f H such that
VPx = (x,z0)y (xeH) . Again by the strict density of C*(t), there
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exists W € C*(T) such that Wz0 = z and hence
VPW*X = (W»x,z0)y = (x,z)y = Fx (xeli) .
Thus F = VFW* e C*(T). Hence C*(t) contains every rank one operator,
therefore it also contains every finite rank operator, and
consequently every compact operator.
We can now show that the sequence of algebraic matrix ranges
forms a complete unitary invariant for compact irreducible operators.
7.6 THEOREM:
Suppose S <r B(K) and T e B(h) are compact irreducible operators
with = Y^T) (neN) , then S and T are unitarily equivalent.
Proof: Define <f>0 : T] -> B(k) by 0O(<*IH+ i®) = «IK+ . By
lemma 7.4, <f>0 is completely contractive, and clearly 0o(Itt) - •
11 A
Thus by corollary 5.6 there exists <p\ e CP((?(T)SB(K) ,IT.) such that
01(x) = 0o(x) for all X e [lH,T].
Similarly define 0O : [lK»S] B(H) by 0o(aIK+ /3s) = aIH+ /3T ,
then there exists 01 e CP(B(K) ,B(h) ,1^.) such that 0i(y) = 0o(y) for
all Y e [I ,S] . By Stinespring's theorem (4.3) there is a Hilbert
A
space M, a representation w of C*(01 (C^(T))) on M and a bounded
linear map V : H -*■ M such that
0,(x)h = V*v(X)Vh (X e C*(0i^(T))), herH) ,
= Si '
and [>(x)Vh : XeC*(<£i ((?(l))), heH]~ = M . (l)
For Y <f [l„,T] we have
ll
Y = (0io0i)(Y) = V*(vo$i)(Y)V
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and so V*(7ro0i)V is a completely positive linear extension to C*(T)
of the identity map restricted to [I ,T], By theorem 7.3, it musth
be the identity map restricted to C*(t), i.e.
V*(iro0,)(x)V = x (x e C*(t)) .
Notice that (mo$i) (l„) = I , and so V*V = I.. , thus V is an isometry.xl M M
Let U eC*(T) be any unitary operator, then for any hell,
||(7TO01) (u)Vh - VUh||2= ||(7ro0i) (u)Vh||2- 2Re(V*(7ro0,) (u)Vh,Uh) + |(vUh||2
= ||(mo0,)(u)Vh||2- 2Re(Uh,Uh) + ||Uh||2
= ||(wo$,)(u)Vh||2- || h||2
* II h||2 - || h||2 = 0 .
Thus (iro0i)(u)V = VTJ . But by a theorem of Russo and Dye [13] the
closed linear span of the unitary operators in C*(T) is the whole of
C*(t), so (7to01)(z)V = VZ (Z e C*(T)). Thus 77(x)VH C VH for every
X e C*(0i(C*(T))). By (1) we now have M = VM, so V is onto, hence
unitary.
Since V is unitary, 01 = V*7rV is a representation of C*(0i(C*(T)))
on H, and so 01 Ic*(s) iS & rePreserrtation C*(s) on H. But
0i(lT,) = I„ and 6i (s) = t so 0i(C*(s)) = C*(t), which is irreducibleK H
since T is irreducible. Thus ®1Iq*(s) ^ 311 irreducible
representation of C*(s) on H. By lemma 7.5, C*(s) contains the
algebra of compact operators in B(k), and by theorem 3.8 an irreducible
representation of the algebra of compact operators must be unitarily
equivalent to the identity representation. Thus there is a unitary
map U : H -*■ K such that U0i(x)tl* = X for all compact x in B(k) .




SPATIAL MATRIX RANGES AND THEIR RELATION
TO ALGEBRAIC MATRIX RANGES
§8. SPATIAL MATRIX RANGES
We begin this chapter by defining the spatial matrix ranges
and describing which properties of the algebraic matrix ranges
carry over and which fail to do so. The spatial ranges were first
introduced by S.K„Parrott, whose work remains unpublished, using
an equivalent formulation to the one given here. Parrott showed
that the sequence of spatial matrix ranges forms a complete unitary
invariant for compact operators with trivial reducing null-space.
His proof is easily modified to show that a little more is true -
in fact, that the sequence of closures of the spatial matrix ranges
forms a complete unitary invariant. We give full details of the
complete unitafy invariance in this section.
~fcii
Eor any T e B(h) and n e N, we define the n spatial matrix
range of T to be the set W (t) C B(£n) given by
W (t) = [V*TV : V is a linear isometry of _Cn into H].




i) Let P € B(h) be a projection of rank n, then there is a
linear isometry V : £n -> H such that P = W* .
ii) The operators belonging to the set [PT|p^:P rank n projection]
are unitarily equivalent to those in W (T), and every operator in
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¥ (T) is unitarily equivalent to sons such PTl
n FH
iii) If u = (ui, •-•jUn) is an orthonormal n-tuple in H, let
'V
M(u,T) denote the nxn matrix with i,j^ entry (Tu.,u.), then theV J
set of all such M(u,T) coincides with the matrix representations
of ¥n(T) with respect to the natural basis.
Proof: i) Let xi, be an orthonormal basis for PH and let
ei> * * yen be the usual orthonormal basis for Cn. Define V : Cn -> H
by V( Aiei + • • •+Anen) = A,xi + • • •+Anxn (Ai,**,An e C) ,
then V is a linear isometry and for heH, V*h = (h,xi)ei+ • • -+(h,Xn)en.
Hence W*h = (h,xi)xi + • • •+(h,xfl)xn = Ph .
ii) Suppose R e B(PH) and R = PTL„ where P is a rank n :rri
projection. By i) there is a linear isometry V : Cn -> H such that
W* = P and V maps C)n onto PH. Define U : -> PH by UA = VA , then
U is onto and isometric, hence unitary. For x e PH,
Rx = RPx = PTPx = V(V*TV")V*x = U(V*TV)U*x ,
and so R is unitarily equivalent to V*TV e Y/^Ct).
Conversely, if S e Y/^Ct) then there is a linear isometry V of
Cn into H such that S = V*TV. Now P = V". V*is a rank n projection
and S is unitarily equivalent to PT|p^.
iii) Given any orthonormal n-tuple u, define a linear isometry
V : £n -*■ H by Ve^ = (i=1» **yn), and then V*TV has matrix
representation M(u,T) with respect to the basis ei, •••,en .
Conversely, if S € ¥ (t) , then S = V*TV for some linear
isometry V : ^ •* H. Setting u^ = Ve_^ (i=1, ''yn) defines an
orthonormal n-tuple in H, and M(u,T) is a matrix representation of
S with respect to the basis ei, •• yen .
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We show that the spatial matrix range generalises the classical
spatial numerical range, W(t).
8.2 PROPOSITION:
For any t <? B(h), Wi(t) is the image of W(t) in the natural
identification of C with B(c).
Proof: The identification of C with B(£) is the isomorphism
X : C ■* B(c) given by ^ P e C). Notice that for
R e B(_C), we have R = x(b(0).
Suppose R e Wi(t), then there is a linear isometry V : C -*■ H such
that R = V*TV. Let u = V(l), then V*h = (h,u) (heH) and so
RA = A(Tu,u). Thus R = x((^u>u)) (Tu,u) e Y/(t) .
Conversely, if A e W(T), then there is a unit vector u e H
with (Tu,u) = A. Define V : C -* H by V/i = /ju then V is
a linear isometry and x(^) = V*TV e Wi(t).
If V : ff1-* H is a linear isometry, then |(V*TV|| j|v*|||fl|||[v|j £ ||t||,
so that for every neN, W (T) is contained in the ball of radius |tr||.
11
However, Wn(T) may fail to be closed. The following operator
demonstrates this :-
OO
Let H be the Hilbert space of sequences [ocr] of complex
r= 1
OO . ,
numbers satisfying S 1lar| < 00 » with inner product given by
([arL[M) = 2 °° <v/?r . Define T e B(h) by T{arl = {ar/rj. For
r= 1
fixed n e N, we shall show that 0£W (t) but 0 / W (t), so that all— n r nv '
the spatial matrix ranges of this particular operator fail to be
th
closed. Let x.e H be the sequence whose j entry is 1 while all
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the other entries are zeroa G-i^'en 5 > 0, choose m^N such that
1/m < 5, and let u = [x , •■•,x jQ In the notation of proposition'
e m-:-n
8.1, we have M(u,T) = diag[l/m, •••, 1/m+nl, and so the operator R
with matrix representation m(u,T) satisfies |[r|| < S . But by
proposition 8.1 iii), r cfjl), and hence 0 e IT^ct) . However,
for [arJ e H, (T[ar[ari) = 0 implies that E |ar|2/r = 0, which
r = i
implies ar = 0 (r=1,2, • • •)• Thus for any orthonormal n-tuple u in
H, we have M(u,T) ^ 0, and so by proposition 8.1, 0 / W^Ct).
Notice that, unlike the algebraic matrix range, the spatial one
can be void. For example, choose k^N and let H = C with the
Euclidean norm. For n=1, •••,k , there exist linear isometries
V : c" ■* Ck, and then V*I. V = V*V =1 , so W (i. ) = [I }. However,— — 5 k n n k n
n k
for n > k, there are no linear isometries of C into £ , and so
W„(ik) - t .
The Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem ([9] problem 166) shows that
¥/(t), and hence Wi(t), is convex for every T e B(h) and every Hilbert
space H. The higher order spatial matrix ranges can fail to be
convex, and in particular need not be n-convex, unlike the algebraic
matrix ranges. For example, take H = C2 with the Euclidean norm,
and let T be the operator with matrix representation ^ ^ with
respect to the usual basis. A linear isometry from _C2 -> C2 must
be onto, and hence unitary, so that every operator in ¥s(t) is
unitarily equivalent to T, and in particular is unitary. Define
linear isometries Vi and V2 from _C2 into C2 by the matrix
/ "1 0 \ 1 /I 1 \
representations ( ^ ^ j and J respectively. Now V1TV1 and
V2TV2 have matrix representations ^ and (\ ® ) respectively,
, 1 V3 -1
so -g-vlitvi + ^v2tv2 =^2, which is not unitary, and so not in ¥s(t).
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Thus ¥2(T) fails to he convexo
Despite its failure to he either compact or convex, the spatial
matrix range is coherent. To see this, suppose that T e B(h), ReW^T)
and SeW, (R), then there are linear isometries V : CD •* H and
u : £k ^ such that R = V*TV and S = U*RU. Hence S = [VU)*T(VU)
and VU : H is a linear isometry, so S e YiT^(t). Thus
yfk(R) Cfk(T). The inclusion is vaccuously true if k > n.
Clearly if S e b(k) and T € b(fl) are unitarily equivalent, then
for every ndJ, YiT^S) = W^(t). ¥e now give the details of the converse
of this statement. The reducing nullspace of T e B(h) is the
intersection of the kernels of T and T*, or equivalently (T*TH+TT*H) .
For compact operators with trivial reducing null-space, we show that
W (s) = W (T) (n^N) implies that S and T are unitarily equivalent,
n n —
which is a slight improvement on Parrot's theorem. Notice that since
the spatial matrix ranges are unitary invariants, we may suppose that
S and .T act on the same Hilbert space.
Recall that r ,r and r denote respectively the weak operator,
w s n
strong operator and uniform topologies on B(h), and also that
multiplication of operators is jointly continuous as a mapping
i) from (bi(h),r )x(b(h),t ) into (b(h),t ) ,
w s w
ii) from (Bi(h),r )x(B(h),t ) into((b(h) ,r ) ,
So o
where Bi(h) denotes [T£B(h) : |^r|| € 1}.
8.3 lemma:
If s,T e B(h) are such that W^ct) c i^cs) for some n e n, and
P is a rank n projection,.then for every S > 0 there exists a
partial isometry GeB(H) with initial projection P and j|&*SG-PTP|i < 8.
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Proof: By proposition 8.1, there is a linear isometiy U ; C** H
such that p = uu*. But u*tu e w (t) C w (s) so given 6 > 0, there
n — n ' ° '
is a linear isometry V : _Cn -*• H such that || U*TU - V*SV|| < S .
Define & = VU*, then G e B(H) and G*G = UV*VU* = UU* = P, so G is a
partial isometry with initial projection P. Also
||G*SG - PTPfl = ||UV*SVU* - uu*tuu*|| = |[u(V*SV - u*tu)u*|| < 8 .
8.4 LEMMA.:
If S,T € B(fi) with S compact are such that ¥ (t) Cf (s) (n«N),
n — n ~~
then T is compact and there exists G e Bi(h) such that T = G*SG.
Proof; Let P be the projection of H onto an arbitrary closed
separable linear manifold in H, then there exist projections P^eBCH)
of rank n (neN) such that P ■* P (r ) as n -> By lemma 8.3, given
n s
6 > 0, there exist partial isometries G eB(H) with initial projections
n
P such that lip TP - G*s& II < tW (neN) (l).n n n n n —
Let Ho denote the closed linear span of [PH,PnH,&nH : neN| .
Note that H0 is separable, and also G*H = P^H C H0 (neN). Let
F = & lu > then F as a partial isometry in B(H0) with initialn n Jtio n
space P Nov/ [F ] is a sequence in Bi(H0), v/hich is r -compact and
n n n=i w
(since h0 is separable) metrisable (see [5] p.34), hence bi(h0) is
7' -sequentially-compact and so [F^] has a convergent subsequence.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that F -* F eBi(H0) (r )n w
as n -> 00 •
Since H = Ho $ H0"L, we may write a general element of H as x+y
v/ith xeH0 and yeH0 , and then define GeB(H) by G(x+y) = Fx. Clearly
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G e Bi(H), and G (x+y) = G x since the initial space of G is P Hs
n n n n
which is contained in H0. Similarly, G*(x^,y) = G*x . Thus
n n
(&n(x+y)>x'+yl) = (&nxsxs) = (F^x,**) -> (Fx,x') as n -> °° ,
and (Fx,x!) = (G(x+y),x' +y'), so G •* G (r ) as n -» oo , But the11 w
WAP X -> X* is r to r continuous, and so G* -* &* (r ) as 11 -» ®,
ww n w
Now S is compact, so SG -* SG (r ), and hence G*SG -» G*S& (r ) as n-*».r '
, , n s nn v w^vd 5>o ,
Given z,z' e there exists meN such that n £ m implies that
|((G*SG - &*SG)z,z')| < S/^ > an<^ combining this with (l) we have
n n
for n » m', |((p TP - G*SG)z,z')l < 8/2 . But P TP -> FTP (r ) as
— ' ,vnn ' nn s
, so |((PTP - G*SG)z,z')I < 5 • This holds for every 5 > 0
wn Awl fc* "^0r eac^ z>2' e s0 = G*SG. Since S is compact, we have
ivv.tacic'
G*SG compact, and thus PTP is compact fot every projection P onto
a separable subspace,
i 00
Let x j be a bounded sequence in H, and let P0 be the
n n = i
projection of H onto the closed linear span of [xn>^xn : neN}. As
above,P0TP0 is compact, so there is a subsequence ixnk| such that
[P0TP0x | converges. But P0TP0x = Tx , and thus T is compact,
nk nk nk •
Now T compact implies that [TH + T*Hj is separable, so let Q
be the projection of H onto it, then as above there exists G e Bi(h)
such that QTQ = &*SG. But QT = T, so TQ = G*S& and hence
QT* = G*S*G. Finally QT* = T*, so T* = G*S*G and thus T = G*SG.
8.5 THEOREM:
Let S and T be compact operators with trivial reducing null-
spaces, and suppose that Wn(s) = Y/n(T) for every neN, then S and
T are unitarily equivalent.
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Proof: Since the matrix ranges are unitary invariants, we may
suppose that S and T act on the same Hilbert space H, By lemma 8„4
there exist F, G e Bi(h) such that S = F*TF and T = G*SG. Let
q = FG, J ='T*T and K = (q*T)*(Q*T), then we have || q|| « 1 ,
T = Q*TQ, J > K 2 0 and J = Q*KQ .
If J = 0, then T = 0, and so W (s)~ = Wn(o)~ = [0] (neN). Given
xeH, x/0, if define a linear map V : C2 -> H by Vei = x/||x||
Ve3 = Sx/l|Sx|| . Notice that (Ve2,Vei) =(S|xjj * "jjfjj ^ = 0
since Y/i(s) = {Oj and hence ¥/(s) = £0}. Thus V is a linear isometry.
But ¥2(S) = (o£, so V*SV = 0, and hence |lsxj| = ||x||(V*SVei,e2) = 0 .
Thus S = 0 and S and T are unitarily equivalent.
If J / 0, let E denote the eigenspace corresponding to the
eigenvalue X = ||j|| of the positive compact operator J. If x e E
is a unit eigenvector, then we have
||j|| = (Jx,x) = (Q*KQx,x) « (JQx,Qx) € III|| ||qx||2 * ||j|| (l).
Thus ||qx§ = 1 = ||x|| , and so |Qy|| = |HI for all yeE. Also from (l)
it follows that ((||j|| I - j)Qx, Qx) = 0, but ||j|| I - J £ 0 and so
(|jj|!l - J)Qx = 0. Thus Qx e E for every unit vector XCE, so QE CE.
Now Q maps E isometrically into E, and E is finite dimensional,
hence QE = E .
For any x,yC5, we have (x, Q|E*y) = (Qx,y) = (x,Q*y), and thus
(Q| * -q*)e ce1, from which .(l - Q*Q)e = (q|* - q*)qe C e 1.a, ™ is "**
Kence ((I - Q*q)x,x) = 0 (xeE), but I - q*Q 0, so (I - q*q)x = 0.
This shows that Q*QE CE, but QE = E, and so Q*E CE , Thus E is a
reducing subspace for Q and q|^ is unitary.
For a unit vector x«E, we have from (l) that (( ||K||l-K)Qx,Qx) = 0
and ||K||X - K > 0 , so (||k||I - K)qx = 0. Thus KQE C QE, but QE = E
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and so KE CE, K is self-ad joint, hence E is a reducing subspace
for K. Also, being an eigenspace of J, E is a reducing subspace for
J. Thus we may restrict Q, K and J to E"1" and iterate the procedure
with the next largest eigenvalue„
Now (JH) is the orthogonal sum of the eigenspaces of J, and
so (JH) is a reducing subspace for Q, i.e. (T*TH) reduces Q and Q
is unitary there. Similarly (TT*H) reduces Q and Q is unitary there.
Thus Q*Q and QQ* both coincide with the identity on (T*TH + TT*H) .
But (T*TH + T^H)"^ is the reducing null-space of T, which is [oj by
hypothesis. Hence (T*TH + TT*H) = H, and so Q is unitary.
Recall that q = fg with f,g e Bi(h), so I=Q*q= g*f*fg« g*g«I,
thus g is an isometry. Also I = QQ* = fgg*f* ^ ff* < I, so that f*
is an isometry.
Repeating the whole procedure with Q' = GF, J' = S*S etc., we
can show that G* and F are isometries. Hence both F and G are
unitary operators, and so S and T are unitarily equivalent.
Notice that if t e B(h) is irreducible, then (t*th + tt*H)
is either h or [0] since it is clearly a reducing subspace for t.
If it is [01 then t = 0, which is not irreducible. Hence we have
(T*TH + TT*H)"^ = [0£, i.e. T has trivial reducing null-space. This
shows that the class of operators for which the spatial matrix ranges
form a complete unitary invariant is larger than that for the
algebraic matrix ranges.
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§9. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE MATRIX RANGES
The first obvious relation is that of inclusion
9.1 PROPOSITION:
For ary T e B(H) and every n e N, W^Ct) C V^T) .
Proof: Let V : C*1 -> H be a linear isometry and let ui be the identity
representation of B(h) on h, then define $ : B(h) ■* B(_Cn) by
= V*u>(T)V = V*TV , Note <£(IJ = V*V = I , and then by theoremfi n
4.3, ^eCP(B(H) ,B(_Cn) ,1^) . Thus V*TV e ^(t) > hence the result.
We have already noted that in general the spatiejjaatrix range fails
to be compact or n-convex. However, we can find C*-algebras in which
these properties hold - for example, let y be the great universal
representation of B(ll) (see §2), then y(B(H)) is just such a C*-
algebra. This is demonstrated by the next two propositions. We shall
denote the great universal space of B(h) by G.
9,2. PROPOSITION:
For any T e B(h) and every n e N, Wn(y(T)) is compact.
Proof: Let B denote the Banach space of bounded linear maps from
B(h) into B(Cn), where for $«B, ||^|| = sup[ ||$(T) || : |!t|| ^ 1], Let
B* denote the set of linear functionals f on B whifch admit a
representation f($) = S Pn($(Tn)) (<£eB) with [Tn] a norm
n = i
bounded sequence in B(h) and [pn] a sequence of ultraweakly
continuous linear functionals on B(cn) such that £ llpn II < 00 ,~
n = i
Let r denote the weak topology on B given by B*. It was shown in
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propositions 5.1 and 5.2 that the unit ball of B is r-compac*b, and
for a norm-bounded net {4>J,> 4>a 4>o (t) if and only if
<2>a(S) -> ^o(s) (rw) for every S e B(h).
For each linear isometry V : Cn G-, define $y<B by
<^.(s) = V*y(s)V . Note chat ||$y|| « 1, so that the set D of all such
$y is contained in the unit ball of. B. Hence if D is r-closed, then
it is r-compact. Suppose CD and ■* <£0 (t), then for each
SeB(H), <t>( S) -*■ 4>ois) (r ). Hence, given Z k SLi ®ELI * 0 andW if Js 1
Ai, • • Ak e Cn, we have
•v- .
2 K (^o(S;j)A. , Al) = lim iZ k (0 (S: :) A g , AL)|
i>j=i J ~J a L, J= 1 a lJ '
j 0 , by theorem 4.3 and lemma 4.2 .
Thus,by lemma 4.2, 0O is completely positive, and so by theorem 4.3
there is a HTlbert space K, a representation it of B(h) on K and a
bounded linear map U : cn •* k such that 0o(s) = U*ir(s)U (ScB(h)).
By theorem 2.4, there is a bounded linear map W : UCn -> G, the great
universal space of B(h), such that U*Jr(s)U = U*y/*y(s)ydj, and so
0O(S) = (Yi/U)*y(S) (WU) (S«B(H)). But 0a(ljj) = \ 0o(lH)
so 0o(Itt) = 1 • Thus W is a linear isometry and hence D is r-closed,H n
therefore r-compact„
Finally, W (y(T)) is the image of D under the map $ -» $(t),
n
, . Nv CjOVHf*cV
which is r to r continuous, hence W ly(T;; is
w n
9.3 PROPOSITION:
For any T e B(H) and every n e N, 7/ (y(T)) is n~convex.
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-in\ ■ JL1 ri m TT*TProof: Suppose [U,l m CB(C ) with 2 m U7J i = I , and supposeJ — — j=i J J n
SR.;} m C W (y(T)). There exist linear isometries V: : Cn -* & suchJ Jj„i— n
that R. = V*y(T)V. (j=1, • •-,m). Define Q , : Cn -*■ ® m & byj J j J — k=i
V .A if k=j )
0 if k/j )
then Q : is a linear isometry and R: = Qj( ® m y(T))Q ;. DefineJ J k=i J
Q : Cn Q^G by Q = 2 "^QjUj , then
Q*Q = = Zj!iUJQJQJUJ = Zj!,Ufrj = Jn '
so that Q is a linear isometry. But
Q*( * k"tv(T))Q = °t«*( ®
= ®k°,v(T»9jDj
= 2 " U*;R jU i .
j»1 J J J *
Thus 2 ,m UjRjUj e W ( ^ m y(T)). By proposition 2.2, m y(T)j-^ ^ ks1 k s 1
is unitarily equivalent to y(T), and the spatial matrix range is a
unitary invariant, so 2 m U*-R :U ; £ V/ (y(T)). Hence the result.
j__ i j J J n
We now have a sequence of sets W (y(T)) C B(C ) such that
n ~
i) Wn(y(T)) C [ReB(Cn) : ||r|| « ||y(T) || s ||r||}.
ii) VL(y(T)) is closed.
iii) ¥n(y(T)) is n-convex.
iv) If R^Wn(y(T)), then Wt(R) Cft(y(T)) (keN).
(neN)
TZii\ siHifik'o* >'i VC/M ifwUlo* to H«.<U- iu C ."1, iok«ck ^09944 ts fte-fc
there niavi k*. operators S_ such that W (y(T)) = V (SJ Inn
for every neN. The next result shows that we may take S_ = T.
9.4 theorem:
For any t e B(h) and every neN, Y/ (y(t)) =. vn(D .
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Proof: Recall that Vn(T) = |<£(t) : $«CP(b(h),E(Cn),1^)]. By
Stinespring's theorem (4.3), $eCP (B (H) s B (C*1)) if and only if there
is a Hilbert space K, a representation ir of B(h) on K and a bounded
linear map v : cn -* K such that $(s) = v*w(s)v (ScB(h)). By
theorem 2.4, there is a hounded linear map U : VC*1 -*■ G such that
(tf(s)VA , Vij) = (U*y(s)tJVA , Vju) (A , £ e Cn),
and hence <f>(s) = (UV) *y(s) (uv) (S£B(h)) . Now <f>(i) = I if and only
if UV is an isometry, thus i^eCPCBCH^BCC11),]^) if and only if there
is a linear isometry Q : £n -* G such that <p(s) = Q*y(s)Q (SeB(H)).
The result now follows from the definition of Wn(y(T)).
This last result gives an elementary relation between the
matrix ranges, but y(T) is in general just as difficult to compute
as CP(b(h),b(cn),1 ), so that we have not yet reduced the study of
m.
V (T) to the more easily handled study of linear isometries. The
results of §3 will now be of use in developing further relations,
particularly when T is compact.
Recall that,by theorem 3.5,we can write G = Gi ® Gs and
y = yi & y2 , where y2 annihilates the compact operators. Also,by
theorem 3.8, there is an index set J such that yi is unitarily
equivalent to ® . Tw , where u is the identity representation ofj*J
B(H) on H. Thus for any T e B(h), we have y(T) unitarily equivalent
to ya(T) e ( © jeJT) > hence
V (T) = W (y(T)) = ¥ (ya(T) 0 ( © . _ T)) (neN) .
n n n jej —
We shall show that J may be assumed countable. Notice that if H
is finite dimensional, then by corollary 3,9 we have
Vn(T) = Wn(y(T)) = Wn( © JeJ T ) .
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905 LEMMA:
Let I be any index set, and for each iel let Hj_ be a Hilbert
space with Tj, e B(Hl). Let h = © . _ h;, and define T e B(h) by
T = © . _ T; , then for each n e N,
~ xeT —*
U. T W (T L) C W (T) .iel n 1 — n ~
Proof: Suppose jel and ReliYn(Tj), then there is a linear isometry
V : Cn -*■ H t such that R = V*T ;V . Define U : Cn -> H by— J J — ^
(VA if i=j ]
(UA)(i) = ~ \ (Aecn),
( 0 if J
then u is a linear isometry and r = u*tu e w (t) .
JJ
9.6 PROPOSITION:
If J is uncountable, then W (ysM© ( ® • .tT )) = W (ysf^ ( ®n j ed n k=i
Proof: Let V : Cn -» G2 ® ® TH )) be a linear isometry, then- jCJ
since C*1 is finite dimensional, I = £jej : (VA)(j) f 0 for some AeC'
is countable. Let [jk : kel'GN} be an enumeration of I, and then
define U : ^ -* G2 ® ( © H ) by UA = x(A) ® y(A) , where
K=: 1
x(A) is the component of VA in &2 and y(A) e © H is given by
~ ~ K=r1
f(VA)(jk) if k e I*
0 if k Jk I»
Now U is a linear isometry, and
y(A)(k) = I
U*(y2(t) e ( » 60 t ))u = v*(y2(t) © ( 9 ))v ,
k=i
hence W (y2(T) © ( 9 .-tT )) Cff (y2(T) ® ( © °° T )).n jed •= n k=i
The reverse inclusion follows from lemma 9.5 since we have
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ya(T) © ( & ) = [ya(T) e ( © T )] © [ © jejsjf ]
This shows that we may assume J is countable, and we then have
for infinite dimensional spaces
Vn(T) = Wn(y2(T) © ( ©jcJT )) (neN) with J countable,
and for finite dimensional spaces
V (t) = W ( ©. T ) (n«N) with J countable,
n n j ej —
T/hen H is finite dimensional, if J is also finite, then ® . Ji
J
is finite dimensional and hence W ( @4,tT ) is void for sufficientlyn j
large n. But by corollary 5.7 V (T) is never void, so J must be
countably infinite. Hence
Vn(T) = Wn( (J> T ) (TeB(H), H finite dimensional,neN).
To obtain further relations between the matrix ranges, we
clearly have to explore in more detail the spatial matrix range of
a direct sum. We extend lemma 9.5 to an analogue of theorem 6.6,
first establishing another lemma. Note that a denotes a cardinal
which may take transfinite values, and so statements such as n ^ a
should be interpreted in cardinal arithmetic.
9.7 LEMMA:
Let H be a Hilbert space with dimension a and let n e N be such
that n $ a , If U : £n -» H is a bounded linear map, then there
exist A € B(£n) and a linear isometry V : Cn -*■ H such that
U = VA and A*A = U*U .
Proof: Since U*U e B(C_n) is a positive operator, there exists
A <= B(C_n) such that A*A = U*U (proposition 1.3). Let ei, be
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n
the usual basis for _C . Notice that
(Ae L,Ae j) = (A*AeL,ej) = (U*UeL,ej) = (UeL,Uej) (i,j=1,",n)
so that ACn is isometrically isomorphic (as a linear space) to UGn.
Define V0 : AC*1 -* H by V0Ae j_ = Ue ^ (i=1, then V0 is a well
defined linear isometry. Now a 2 n, so dim[ (U£n)"L] £ dim[(ACn)'1"],
hence V0 can be extended to a linear isometry V : _Cn -* H . Finally
VAeL = Y0Ae-l = Ue ^ (i=1, •••,n), so VA = U .
9.8 THEOKEM:
Let I be a countable index set, and for each jel let H. be an
j
a .-dimensional Hilbert space and then let H = ® . T H. . Given
J ~ jel j
T. e B(H.) (jel) , define T e B(h) by T = © T., then for
J J ^ J J
n $ min[a. : jel} we have
*)
U. w (T ) C W (T) c W [ U W (T )] .
je± n j — n~ — n jei n j
Proof: The first inclusion follows immediately from lemma 9.5. To
demonstrate that the second one holds, suppose n min[a. : jel}
j
and S e 7/ (t) , then S = V*TV for some linear isometry V : Cn -> H ,
»V «" »v
Let P. denote the projection of H onto H. , then
j ~ j
S = V*TV = 2. _ V*P.T.P.V .
~ jel 0 j j
For each jel, P.V : Cn -> H. is a bounded linear map and n ^ a. , so
j ~ j j
by lemma 9.7 there exist A. e B(_Cn) and linear isometriesJ
V. : Cn -> H. such that P.V = V.A. and A*A. = V*P.V . Thus
j = j j j j jo j
S = 2. _ A*(V*T.V.)A.
jfi 0 j j j j
and 2. ^ A*A. = 2. _ V*P V = V*V = I , so by the remarks before
J el j j j el j n '
proposition 6.3 we have S e co [ U _ W (T.)] .nL j el n j
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9.9 THEOREM:
i) If h is finite dimensional and T e B(h), then for n=1, •••,&im H
we have v (t) = oo [W (t)] .nv nL n
ii) If H is infinite dimensional and T e B(H), then for neN we
have Y (t) = co [W (ya(t)) UW (t)] .n n n n
Proof: i) We remarked on page 75 that, when H is finite dimensional,
Vn(T) = Wr( © k°°1T ) • theorem 9.8, for neN with n s£ dim H ,
w (t) c v (t) cSSr*(t)] .
n n — n n
But by propositions 6.2 and 6.3, Vn(T) is closed and n-convex, so
V (T) = co [W (T)] .
n n n
ii) The great universal space decomposes as & = &i © &2 with
y = yi ® ya, and then as on page 75 there is a countable index set
J such that = Wn(y2(T) © ( © ^eJT )) . By corollary 3.11,
G2 is infinite dimensional, and H is infinite dimensional by hypothesis,
hence by theorem 9.8 for every n e N
Wn(ya(T)) uwn(t) c v (t) c con[wn(y2(T)) UW (t)] .
Finally,by propositions 6.2 and 6.3, V (T) is closed and n-convex,
so the result follows.
This shows that the numerical range result - V(t) = w(t) - has
a natural generalisation to matrix ranges at least for finite
dimensional spaces. We shall show in §10 that this generalisation
holds for compact operators on infinite dimensional spaces, and in
§11 that it holds for normal operators. The convex hull is
suppressed in the numerical range case, since W(t) is always convex.
■§10. COMPACT OPERATORS ON INFINITE DIMENSIONAL HUBERT SPACES
For the results of this section, we need to know more about
the concept of n-convexity introduced on page 45 . It is well known
that, for ordinary convexity, If A is a compact set in a finite
dimensional Hilbert space, then the convex hull of A is also compact.
We show that the same holds for n-convexity.
10.1 PROPOSITION:
If A C B(Cn) is compact, then co^Ca) is compact.
Proof: First we show that every R e con(A) can be expressed as an
n-convex combination of at mosttyn2 + 1) elements in A . Suppose
R = £ m X*SkXk with m ><m2+ 1 , where Sk e A, Xk e B(£n) and^
over R (. m,. 't«.i
E^X^X^ = 1^ . Since B(_Cn) is 4na-dimensional/, and
[X^SkXk - X*S1X1 \ m contains at least4n2+ 1 elements, there existks2
A«, <r § (not all zero) such that 2^m \(-^*SkXk - X|SiX1) = 0 .
Let Ai = 2 m (-Ak) , then
k=a
2 m AkX*SkXk = 0 and 2 m A(< = 0 .k=1 ka ^
Choose r such that Ap = max[Ai, , then (1 - Ak/Ap) > 0, and
X*SrXr = 2 (-A|</Ar)X£SkXk . Thus
R = 2 ([1 - Ak/V]''lXk)* SK([1 - >
k? r
where V° " WK) X*A = [Sk!,X*A3 " x?xr " tS„r(AK/V)x;xh]
= L ■ VXr)X»RXR]
= I since 2 m Ak = 0 .
n k»«
This expresses R as an n-convex combination of m-1 elements in A, and
so by induction the expression can be reduced totei2+1 elements.
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Let A - denote the set of all R «■ B(cn) such that R can be
J "
expressed as an n-convex combination of precisely j elements in A .
We have just shown that co (a) = U n2+1 A; .
n j= 1 J
Consider the Banach space Yj of all j-tuples of elements of
n • —
B(C ) equipped with the norm ||(Xt, •••,Xj)|| = (2 J ||Xk||2)2 , andks ^
let P. = [(X , e Yj : = ij . The map
(X,, •••,Xi) -»■ 2 J XJjlX,. is clearly continuous, and P. is the inverseJ k=i " * J
image of the closed set [1^] , so Pj is closed. But Pj is bounded,
and Yj is finite dimensional, so Pj is compact. By Tychanoff's
theorem ([15] p.80), P. x A x ••• x A (j copies of a) is a compact
J
subset of Yj x B(cn) x ••• x B(Cn) in the product topology. The
map ((X,, •••5Xj),S1, •••,Sj) -> 2 j XkSA is continuous> and A isk=c 1 ^
the image of Pj x A x ••• x A under this map. Hence Aj is compact
for each j, and so co (a) = Un +1A; is also- compact.n j=i J
h.
10.2 COROLLARY:
If A C B(Cn) is bounded, then con(A ) = con(A) .
Proof: Since B(£n) is finite dimensional, A bounded implies that A
is compact. Clearly con(A) C co^A ) , and so by proposition 10o1,
con(A) C co^(A ) „
Conversely, if Reco (A ), then R = 2 m X£SkXk with SkeA ,n k= 1
XkeB(cn) and 2 m X£Xk = I « Given 5 > 0 , there exist TkeA suchK = 1 ^
that |jTk - Sk|| < S (k=1, •••,m), and then
||R - 2kmiX*TkXkl| S Skmi IJX* It ||Sk- tJ| |JXk || < 8[2krai |lxk||2] .
Thus R f co (a) .nv
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A property of compact operators on infinite dimensional, spaces
i.s that 0 is in the closure of their numerical ranges. This carries
over to matrix ranges.
10.3 LEMMA:
Let H be infinite dimensional, T e b(h) a compact operator and
n e N , then 0 e W (T)
Proof: Since H has infinite dimension, there is an orthonormal
sequence ixkjk ^ in H such that xk -*• 0 (weakly) as k •* °° . But
T is compact, so || Tx^H -> 0 as k -> » . For each k e N , define
Vk : Cn H by Vke L = xk+. (i=1, , where ei, •••,en
is the usual basis for Cn . Each Vk is a linear isometry, and
I I = I (TxK+ L,XK+I * II Txk+ J' 0 as k ■* «, .
Hence ||V^TVk || -»• 0 as k ■> » , so 0 e W (t) „
We can now show that the result obtained in theorem 9.9 for
operators on finite dimensional spaces also holds for compact operators
in general.
10.4 THEOREM:
Let h be infinite dimensional, t e B(h) a compact operator and
n e N , then V (t) = co W (t) .— n an
Proof: By theorem 9.9, V (t) = co [w (y2(T)) Uff (t)] , where y2
n n n n
is part of the canonical decomposition of the great universal
representation. But T is compact, so y2(T) = 0 , and Wn(o) = [0} .
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By lemma 10,3, 0 e W (?) , so V ('I') C co, (W (l) ) „ But W (t) Isn iO. n n
bounded, so by corollary 10,2, V^l) C co (Wn(T)) • Finally
¥ (T) CV (T) (9,1) and V (t) is closed and n-convex (602 & 6a3),n — n n
so V (T) = So (W (T)) .
n n n
In [3] de Barra, Giles and Sims show that, for a compact
operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, if 0 e W(t) then
ViT(t) is closed, and also that W(t) = co([0] Uf(t)) . We show that
a similar result is true for matrix ranges,
10.5 THEOREM:
Let H be infinite dimensional, T e B(H) a compact operator and
n e N, then i) Wn(T)~ C (W (T) U |0j) ,
and ii) if 0 e W (t), then co (TiT (t)) is closed.
n ' n n
Proof: i) Suppose R e Wn(Ty , then there exist linear isometries
* £,n "* ^ (keN) such that Vj*TVk R as k -> » . Let e i, • • •, e n
n r ■) 00be the usual basis for C . Nov/ i V,,e, J is contained in the unit
~ ' K 1 K=1
ball of H, so by ([15] p.209) there exists xie H with Iki II 1 and
a subsequence Vg •* x1 (weakly) as k -*■ °° , Similarly,
f 1 00
)V e f is contained in the %iit ball of H, so there exists'
si(k) 2 k=i
x2eH with j|x2 || ^ 1 and a subsequence such that
V , e, -> x, and V . Ne x (weakly) as k -> «> .
s2(k) 1 s2(k) 2 2
In this fashion, we obtain xi, • • *,xn in the unit ball of H and a
subsequence such that
xi (weakly) as k -> oo (js1, • • »,n). (1)K; w J
Notice that for Ai,**«,An eC, [Vg^ (Ai e1 + •'*+Anen) ] converges
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weakly to A1x1 + • • as k -*■ »J , and each V .maps the unit
® V n/
ball of Gn into that of H, which is weakly closed, so
||Aie 1 + • • •+Anen || ^ 1 implies ||AiXi + • • •+Anxn || £ 1 . (2)
Since T is compact, we have from (l) that
(V* TV e.,e.) -> (Txl,x.) as k ■> » (i,j=1, • • ^n) ,
s(k) s(k) <-* J 1 J ' 9 *
and so (Tx.,x.) = (Re.,e.) ,
" j " j
Define U : C*1 -> H by UeL = x-L (i=1, •••,!!). If a = Aiei + **+anen
and ||a|| « 1 , then by (2) , ||ua|| « 1, and so ||u|| s 1 . By lemma 9,7,
there exist A e B{d^) and a linear idometry V : Cn ■* H such that
U = VA and A*A = U*U . Now
(A*AA , A) = (U*UA, A) = ||UA||2 « ||A||2 = (i A (A e C*),
and so A*A «S I , hence we can write
n
JL 1
R = u*TU = A*(V*TV)A = A*(V*TV)A + (I - a*A)2 0 (i - a*a)2 .
Thus R e co (W (T) U |0]) .
n n J
ii) If 0 € W (t), then i) becomes W (t) C co (W (t)), and
n n — n n
thus co (W (T) ) C co (W (l)) * But by corollary 10.2,
n n ' — n n
co. (W (T)~) = co (W (T)), so co (W (T)) C co (W (T)) and hencenn n n nn — n n
co (W (T)) is closed,
n n
The case n = 1 reduces to the theorem of de Barra, Giles and
Sims since Y/(T) is convex,
§11, THE SPECTRUM AND MATRIX RANGES
Some relations between the spectrum o(t) of T e B(h) and the
two numerical ranges of t are given by
i) the point spectrum, po(T), is contained in Y/(T).
ii) cr(t) C Y/(t)~ = V(t) .
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iii) If T is normal, then V('l) = co(cr(l')).
(see [4]). We establish similar results for matrix ranges.
11.1 PROPOSITION:
If A e pa(T) and E^ C H is the corresponding eigenspace, then
AI e W (T) for n=1,2, ••/dim E. .
n n ' ' ' A
Proof: If n ^ dim E^ , then there exists an orthonormal n-tuple
(xi, of eigenvectors for A . Define a linear isometry
V : Cn -*• H by Ve ; = x. (j=1, • • *,n) where ei, "',en is the usualJ J
basis for Cn, then V*TV = AI , hence the result.
— ' n
An example shows that [AI^ : A e o(t)} is not in general
contained in Yf (T) :-
n
Take H = C2 with the Euclidean norm, and let TeB(H) have matrix
representation ^ qJ with respect to the standard basis. A linear
isometiy of C2 into C2 must be unitary, so W2(t) contains only
unitary equivalents of T. But o(t) = [0,1 J, and a(l.I2) = [1] , so
1.1s is not unitarily equivalent to T, hence is not in Yfe(T) • Since
H is finite dimensional, Y/s(t) is closed, and thus we have 1 e ct(t)
but 1.12 / Wa (t) . However, notice that ^ ^ and ^ ^ are
both in YYa(T), and so denoting the projections onto the linear
spans of ei and e2 by Pi ana P2 respectively, we have
Pf(o °^Pi + P*^° °^P2 = 1.1a and P?P, + P*P2 = la .
Thus 1.I2 ^ e02W2(T) . This suggests the next result, which is
a natural generalisation of ii) above.
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11.2 propositions
Let H be a m-dimensional HiTbert space, T e B(h) and 1 n =£ m,
then [ AI : A e a(T) } C co„(W (T)) C V (T) .i n > — nv n — n
Proof: Suppose A e u(T), then A e W(T) and so given 8 > 0, there
exists x e H such that |A - (Tx,x)| < 8 and j|x|| = 1 . Since n«Sm,
there are linear isometries V-t: C** H such that V-^e^ = x (i=1, • • *sn)
Let P. denote the projection of Cn onto the linear span of [e-J, then
f(Tx,x) if i = k = j |
(P^TVjPj.el,ek) = / > (i,j,k=1,«.
( 0 otherwise \
Thus IJaI - Z.n P"|VjTV ;P . || = ||( A - (Tx,x))l || < 8 , and hencen n.
AI e co (f (T)), and it was shown in $9 that co (w (T)) CV (t).
n nv n nx n = nv
11.3 COROLLARY:
Let H be m-dimensional, T e B(H) and 1 < n $ m, then for
A.i,"*,An € cr(T), we have diag[Ai, * * ♦, Anj € .
YiTe omit the easy proof of this corollary. Note that diag[Ai, • • •,Anj
denotes the operator in B(cn) having as matrix representation the
diagonal matrix with entries Ai, •••,An .
The natural generalisation of the result for normal operators
( (iii) above) was obtained by Arveson in [2] (proposition 2.4.1) .
His proof uses the Krein-Milman theorem and a characterization of the
extreme points of CP(b(h) ,b(cn),1^), which he proved in [l]. Using
the relation ¥n(y(T)) = V (t) (theorem 9.4) we provide an elementary
proof of Arveson's result which only depends on the spectral theorem.
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11.4 theorem;
Let t e B(h) be normal, then V (t) = co [AI ; A <r cr(t) ] (neN).n n n —
Proof: By theorem 9.4, V (t) = Wn(y(T)) , where y is the great
universal representation of B(h) on G . Clearly y(T) is normal and
a(y(T)) C a(T) . By the spectral theorem for normal operators
([8] p.7l) there is a complex spectral measure E( •) such that
y(T) = J AdE(A) . Now E(C\cr(y(T))) = 0, and we can cover cr(y(l))
by a finite number N of compact sets Mr with Ap e (int Mr) ^ cr(y(t))
soechat (4^
such that M n M has/measure zero v«rhen r / s, and for given 8>0,I* s
|(y(T)x,y) - 2 N Ar(E(Mr)x,y) [ < 8 (x,y«fG) .
r=i
Let V : £n -> G be a linear isometry, then
l(V*y(T)VeL,ej) - Ar(V*E(mr)Ve.,e .) \ < 8 (i, j=1, • •-,n) ,
and thus |]v*y(T)V - 2 W ApV*E(Mp)v|| < ns8 . But U N Mr 1> cr(y(T)),
r = i r=i ""
so 2rNiE(Mr) = I& , thus Z®V*E(Mr)V = IQ . Also Ar e cr(y(T))C c<T)
so 2rNiArV*E(Mr)V <r coni^n : A e cr(T) I , and V*y(T)V e cojAIn:A<rcr(T) }.
Conversely, if A e cr(T), then since cM fWtTf
there exists f e d(B(h),Ijj) such that f(T) = A.
As remarked on page 44, f is completely positive. Define
<t> : b(h) B(cn) by tf(s) = f(s)l , then <p e CP(b(h),b(Cn),1 ) and
<t>{T) = AI , so AI <r V (t) and hence co [AI : A e ct(t) \ C V (T) .
n n nv n' n v J - nN
11.5 COROLLARY;
If TeB(h) is normal and n $ dim H , then V (T) = co (w (T).n n n
Proof: Immediate from 11.2 and 11.4 .
This corollary extends further the class of operators for which the
matrix ranges are related in the natural fashion.
(+1 We ccim. tcv<e.v*i\Cj unit KVi cowi>t-i«v sit»cs lUp ^pcctvcil
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